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Executive Budget Shortchanging SUNY

SUNY Deemed:· As W.o rst Run . University
By ROSANNE LUFRANO
"The 1985-86 Executive Budget has been announced in the
press as though it were a great boon to SUNY." In fad, it is a
further diminution of the University's depleted resources, and
bitterly disappointing not only because of the tangible losses it
threatens but also because its method of reduction obviously
depends upon convenience rather than any real understanding
of how campuses function," wrote President Grebstein in an
impact statement to Chancellor Clifton R. Wharton, Jr. on
January 28, immediately following the release of Governor
Mario Cuomo's Executive Budget of the State of New York.
also recommend that legisla
tors support the proposal oIthe
Independent Commission on
the Future of the State
University that SUNY become
a public corporation.
SUNY Deans and Adminis
tra tors adressed the audience
of trustees and politicians on
how the budget would effect
their individual factions in the
College. Each divisional Dean
described briefly the goals and
mission of their respective

If the Executive Budget is
passed, Purchase would be
facing cuts equivalent to 14
faculty and staff lines, which
could result in shorter library
hours, supervision of science
labs and Visual A,rts shops.
The Administration of the
College held a legisla tive
breakfast in the Buffer on
March I, to present Westches
ter representatives with SUNY
Purchase's opposition to the
proposed budget cuts and to

divisions, and how the budget
proposal would affect the
continuity of the programs.
President Grebstein spoke in
detail about the specific sums
of losses that Purchase would
be forced to absorb if the
budget were approved as is. He
partly attributed the problem
of budgetary allocation to the
findings of the Independent
Commission, which stated that
the University'S agency
governance is gravely
inefficient and regressive to the
University as it has grown
tremendously.

The Independent Commission
on the Future of the State
University: "The Challenge and
the Choice"
The Independent Commis
sion on the Future of the State
University was formed by

Chancellor Wharton a year ago
with the job of analyzing and
evaluating SUNY in compari
son to other state university
systems, to reveal SUNY's level
of efficiency. The findings of
the report, "The Challenge and
the Choice," were very
staggering. The Commission's
study of large public systems in
ten states found that SUNY
had the least management
flexibility, ranking below
Illinois, Michigan, California,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Texas,
Ohio and Florida.
Governor Cuom(l's Execu
tive Budget supports the urgent
need for greater management
flexibility and major changes
proposed by the Commission
are yet to be considered. A pilot
program for flexibility in
purchasing, which enables

SUNY PURCHASE ANALYSIS OF EXECUTIVE BUDGET
SUPPLIES AND EXPENSE
1985/1986
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I' Operations
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All Other Campus
Departments •••••••••
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Supplemental
AppropriationS
for Academic
Equipment,
Energy, Transfers •••••
TOTAL Sll'E

UtUities······· ..• .......
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1\
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189.700

5.704,300

~

STAFFING
1981/82 (PEAK YEAR)

1985/86 EXECUTIVE BUDGET

PositioDs
Faculty
Faculty Support
Maintenance
All Other

'

I

~

166.0
44.0
175.0
194.0
579.0

-
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L

c:..
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~

162.5
40.5
147.0
169.5
519.0

management to have authority
over selected "lump sum"
allocation of appropriations
for such items as building
rep9.irs, equipment replace
ment and computing access,
will be continued.

Cuomo's Budget Proposal
Governor Cuomo's budget
proposal for SUNY, and more
specifically, Purchase, would
cut Temporary Service,
Overtime, and increase
Mandatory Savings. These
changes would be equivalent to
a loss of 14 positions.
The Temporary Service
reduction of 10% totals $82,600
is equal to 7 lines (faculty/ staff
positions). Temporary Service
is Purchase's prime source of
funds for part-time faculty on a
per-course basis. and hourly
employees, including students.
To meet the cuts, Purchase
would cut down instruction in
Summer Session, library
hours, supervision of science
laboratories and animal
quarters (which would
compromise the programs and
research), student monitors in
Visual Arts (creating
hazardous conditions), and
adjunct individual instruction
in music, an integral part ofthe
program which students would
have to pay for directly. In
essence, this would be a tuition
increase.
The proposed 20% cut in
Overtime, or $49,000, is equal
to 4 lines. During · 1982-84,
damaging budget cuts
diminished staffing in
Maintenance, General
Administration and General
Institutional Services, to
critical levels, a situation that
made it necessary for the
remammg staff to take on
additional hours in order to
keep the College running.
"Without overtime, the College
could not operate," President
Grebstein told Chancellor
Wharton.
The Mandated Savings
increase would total $40,200,
equivalent to 3 lines. This
would require that the College
save an additional $40,200 
savings that are usually
generated from attrition in
maintenance and clerical
positions. The obligation to
generate additional savings
means keeping positions
vacant longer, thus depriving
the College of support it needs.

Restructuring SUNY As
Public Corporation Is Urged
When the State University of
New York was founded in
see BUDGET on paxe 4

NEWSBR'IEFS
Phonathon Held To R aise Money
The division of External -Affairs raised
$4,000 during a three night phonathon
in which Westchester alumni and senior
citizens in the Continuing Education
Department were asked to donate
money.
According - to Linda Chidsey of
External Affairs,the money will go
towards "programs and projects not
funded with state monies, such as
scholarships, Student Senate activites
and research loans. "
Chidsey, the organizer for the pilot I
program said the average donation WaS
about $13. She said that about 55% of
the 300 alumni reached by phone and
42% of the senior citizens agreed to
pledge.
She added, "In all likelihood, a
committee composed of students,
administration, faculty, staff and

alumni will decide how the money will
be spent." Those decisions are expected
by August. The Executive Commmittee
of the college will select the members of
the committee by the end of this
semester.
The phonathon was run from the
Buffer dining room in the
Administration Building from 7:30 pm
to 9:30 pm on the 26th, 27th and 28th of
February. Alumni, faculty, staff and
one student made the phone calls and
wrote down the pledges.
American Telephone and Telegraph
Corporations assisted SUNY Purchase
by "advising us in preparing a script to
read to the people we phoned and by
recommending that we make $25 the
suggested pledge amount."
Pleased and proud, Chidsey
commented, "most definitely there will
be another phonathon next year."

Gay Pride WeekHosts Series Of Events

Child Care Facility To Be Constructed
Purchase's Facilities Planning Director.
Construction will begin in the late
spring.
The Children Center is now
registering for its Summer '85 and Fall
'85 programs. This Early Childhooo
Education Program is open to childrer
18 months to five years of age. Fo
further information please call 253
8079.

The Children Center's Board of
Directors has received money from the
State of New York's grant program for 
the promotion of child care on the
SUNY and CUNY campuses to pay for
the construction of a four classroom
facility.
Architectural plans are now being
drawn up by Norman Taylor,

Students and staff working the phone lines in tM Bqfjer

By KATHY MacDONALD
and JAMIE WHITING
This week the Gay/ Lesbian/ Bisexual
Union, the campus's largest
organization, is in the midst of its
annual Gay Pride Week. Gay pride
Week is a series of educational and
social events designed to bring the
campus community together in their
awareness of issues of concern to the
lesbian and gay communi,ty. This week
is the culmination of the GLBU's effort
in assisting lesbians and gay men who
are coming to terms with and accepting
the social and political ramifications of
their sexual orientation.
On Tuesday night the GLBU hosted a
highly informative lecture on Gay
History by Dr. Esther Newton,

Associate Professor of Anthropolob'J,
and Amber Hollibaugh, a national
author; both are noted lesbian
feminists. "Whispers," a recently
produced film which deals with the
experience of "coming out" to parents
and friends, will be shown Wednesday
night. On Thursday night, Lynn
Launor, a nati6nally known lesbian
comedienne will be performing her
cabaret act and the GLBU will be
sponsoring an all-campus party in the
dining hall on Friday night.
The GLBU is encouraging the entire
student body, faculty and staffto attend
all the events of Gay Pride Week. For a
complete listing of these events, see the
calendar section of this issue.

No Smoking Policy Drawn Up By College
In response to several complaints,
particularly from students, the
Executive Staff of the College has
agreed to the following No Smoking
policy.

SUNY Purchase will subscribe to the
Westchester County Sanitary Code,
Article 20: Smoking-Clean Indoor Air.
Accordingly, smoking is not permitted
in the following areas:
I) any location used for instruction,
including classrooms and areas for
No Smoking signs were posted in
support of instruction, such as
facilities during the March recess and
workshops, stud ios, library,  are effective immediately.
laboratories, and designated study
areas
Your support and cooperation is
2) any theatre, auditorium, or gallery requested to make the air cleaner and
3) the Health Services waiting room life more comfortable for everyone.
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and examining rooms
4) designated arel!s of all food service
facilities
5) the General Store, the Emporium,
and the Bookstore
6) the Physical Education building,
except 2nd floor lobby
7) any other area so designated by a
Dean or Director of a facility, following
appropriate consultation with users of
. the area and with proper notification
and signi_ng

-
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Ponties Hits The Bricks Again
By JESSE MENTKEN
A red, white and blue
swastika was sprayed onto an
outSide wall of the SUNY
Purchase library one day
before students returned from a
week long spring vacation. In
the past month more than ten
political messages have been
painted on campus buildings.
Public Safety does not know
who is responsible for the
Iprayings but is investigating
the most recent incident.
Many students interviewed
after the swastika was painted
said it was unfair for a few
individuals to use their college
facilities as a political canvas.
Some said that maintenance is
being forced to curtail their day
to day work to clean the bricks
tJ. spray paint.
Grebstein was asked by a
student distraught over the
graffiti to increase Public
Safety patrol on campus. He
replied that Public Safety
patrols the campus 24 hours a
day but at times only one ·
officer is on duty. He attributed
this to scheduling problems
sucb as several officers calling
in sick or on vacation at the
same time.
Student Molly Pederson
thought the use of the swastika
was deeply offensive. She said,
"A sym-bol like the swastilca,
regardless of intent, has so
many incredibly emotional
connotations that it's not
something one can use
positively."

Roger Logan, a member of
the Student Union Central
American Committee, suppo;
ted the graffiti. He said, "If it
raises political issues at all,
even negatively then it's
worthwhile. If people are angry
that maintenance has to clean
the walls then they could tell
them not to clean them."
Many political activists on
campus believed that any
debate stimulated by the
graffiti validated the specific
content. Logan explained,
"Anything that breaks out of so
called civilized behavior-now 1
don't mean anything violent
that says lets stretch the
dialogue, is worthwhile. We
have only one paper on campus
that comes out twice a month
and our posters are taken down
by maintenance right after we
put them up."
The maintenance staf.
removed the swastika and the
surrounding writings less than
24 hours after they were
reported. Frank Russo, Chief
Janitor for Maintenance, said
50 hours were spent removing
the graffiti of one month ago
and 15 hours were spent for the
library cleaning. Maintenance
workers are paid $8.80 per hour
from state funds. Russo also
said that his staff was being
pulled from work in the library
and academic buildings to
spend time cleaning off the
walls.
Talking to a student
distraught over the most recent

incident, President Sheldon
Grebstein said "anyone who
condones these actions is at
best a fooL" He said that the
apparent underlying philoso
phy supporting the graffiti, that
of using whatever means
neccessary to attract public
attention was "fundamentaly
ridiculous" because "taken to
an extreme" it condoned and
could lead to violence and more
severe destruction.
Many students were
incensed by the specific use of a
swastika. Purchase student
Nick Gomez said, "It was the
most idiotic thing I saw in a
long time. If people are going to
have the naive approach tha't
can put Ronald Reagan and
Hitler in the same category
then it proves tha t an
institution has them where they
want them."

photo by Jessica Bard

TM top photo shows the most recent gr,qjiti on the side oj the
library as it was when sprayed. AlUllogies oj U.S. (lnd Nazi
Germany are depicted by use oj red white and blue swastilcll.
Maintenance is sent to clean the bricks again, as shown in
bottom photo.
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Flik 'Refuses To·'Check Coats That Are Banned
From The Dining Hall

ByMICHELLEFIOTAKIS
Flik Food Service's newest
effort to curtail theft in the
dining hall, a requirement that
students leave their jackets
unattended in the mezzanine,
bu resulted in the loss of over
S600 in property since the
beginning of the year.
Flik has repeatedly stated
that they are. not responsible
for safeguardmg the property
that is left in the mezzanine due
to their regulations.
However, the Statement of
Specifications For Food
Service, a document listing the
guidelines that all SUNY
Purchase food services must
adhere to, states: "The
contractor agrees to take all
IItCtSMIry measures to prevent
injury and loss to persons or
property located on the State
University of New York at
"'Purchase premises. The
contractor shall be responsible
Jor all damages to person, or
property caused by the
contractor or any of its agents
or employees."
Flik Director Ron Murray
defended the new "no jacket"
rule, explaining that students
had been using zip lock bags to
carry out items from the dining .
area. He said, "Students are not
supposed to take food out of
tbedinoing hall. We don't want
to frisk anybody."

The ~tatement of Specifica
tions requires the 'service to
regulate food from being taken
out of the dining hall, but does
not specify the mode of
enforcement for this.
Enforcement methods used
this past year have distressed
some students. Meredith
Shi~lds, ~ so,rhomore music
major said, One day they
made me leave this small purse
upstairs. I. just don't like
anybody telling me that I have
to leave my coat upstairs when
I haven't stolen anything
anyway."
Some students believe that
this is a too common incident
and exemplifies Flik's view of
the Dinning Hall as a low
priority compared to their
other Flik operations on
campus: The Buffer in the
administration building and
Cam P us Ce n te r North
Cafeteria, both of which attract
more non-student customers
than the Dinning Hall.
One student, comparing the
three Flik eating areas,
r~~rked, "The service in the
dUllng hall is really ridiculous.
~ey ~ad the sandwich line
~Isconbn~ed due to unsubstan
bated claims of student abuse.
It seems to me they have a
priority p rQ blem a bout
whether or not they're

supposed to plOvide food for
people or more profit for
themSelves."

In reaction to complaints
about the "no jacket rule" the
Student- Senate Associ~tion
has drafted a letter to Flik
suggesting that the food service
change its policy. It also plans
to issue a recommendation that
students do not remove their
coats before entering the dining
area.
Campus attorney Jack
Lester sugge-sted that the

~enate should not only come
out against the policy but also
try to hire a different food
service. Lester stated that the
college has the right to
terminate its obligation
towards Flik because the
c.ompany has created condi
tl.Ons not specified in the
contra~t .. He continued, these
con d I tl 0 n s h a ve bee n
compounded by negligence: by
the food service's failure to
provide adequate protection
for student property Because
of the company's' liability
'

those students who have lost
property have a very strong
case in small claims court,
according to Mr. Lester.
Lester further speculated
that the food service may be
guilty of extortion in a sense,
because it is forcing students to
relinquish their property for
meals that have already been
paid for.
In conclusion, the attorney
advised "replacing Flik with a
different food service
contractor that is more
sensitive to student's rights."

Student Suing For Stolen Coat
By JESSE MENTKEN
A SUNY Purcbase student is
taking FUk Food Services to
UDaU . claims court cbafllnl
that FUk's new repladoDS
resulted in tbe theft of bis 5150
coat.
FUk International Food
Services Incorporated now
forces aU persons,'before eadnl
at tbe Dining Hall, to leave
their coat or jacktet on the
mezzanine. According to FIlk
officials students remove food
from the Dining Hal:, biding it
under tbeir coats. Tbe
requirement is an effort, tbey

say, to curtail this. Tbey bave
maintained tbat students are
responsible for tbe safe
guarding of the belongings,
coats, and jackets tbat are not
allowed in tbe Dining Hall
area. Kris Wigness, tbe
sophomore music student
taking Flik to court, Is
cballenging tbis claim.
After talking to Jack Lester,
a campus attorney, Wigness
told .this reporter that FUk is
legally responsible fortbe
safety of the jackets, coats, and
other belongings wbich are

effected by the new regulation.
Wlgnes said that he spoke to
one FUk official about the theft
of . his coat and the official
repUed that tbere were lockers
for students' belongings and
that the student bad to buy bis
own lock. Wignes tben told tbe
official that very few students
know about the lockers.
Wignes said tbat the official's
response was, "There are
enougb lockers since most of
the students don't use them."
Wignes is trying to contact
other students that have bad
their coats, jackets, or other
items stolen to file a joint suit.
The Load March 27, 1985 3
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CommissionRecommen~s Corporate' S~atus

For S,VNY

1948, it was 'iegaUy a state
2) The Commission finds
SUNY'S REHABILITATION/REPAIR PROGRAM
agency, a procedure that has that SUNY is the most over
ACADEMIC & sUPPOKTFACILITIES
resulted in what the study calls reguloted university in the
1974-75 THROUGH 1984-85 (NEED
APPROPRIATIONS)
"over-regula tion" with nation. Given the vast array of
disregard for the ways in which lows and practices that govern
campuses function. The study New ,York state agencies, a
Millions
notes, "Colleges and fundamental and basic change
universities are different in In SUNrs structure is required
$100
f-:-.
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.,
" ..
their very nature from to allow the university to carry
traditional state agencies."
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ment for learning and the their public universities. It is
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sharing of knowledge, to train also results in waste and
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professionals, 'to make inefficiency in the use of state
I
discoveries. Every policy, act, . tax dollors.
I
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,
rule and regulation affecting , In light ofthis Commission's
o
SUNY ought to be measured major findings, New York's
FY74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81.82 , 82-83 83-84 84-85
by its impact, for better or promise that SUNY will
worse, on the individual provide a truly equal
SOURCE: SUNY Office of Capital Facilities.
campus and ultimately on the opportunity for higher
individual faculty member and education in the public sector
student. The most important must today be judged
test is whether the individual is unfulfilled.
chancellor, or campus ' development of the state.
helped or hindered in the
presidents with even the most However, this Commission in the community. Not' 10",
adventure of learning. Above
elementary administrative cautions New York state and .,ago, for 'e xample,. SUNY
all we have recommended
decisions concerning the SUNY that achievement of li'uchase generated $250,000
restructuring of SUNY as a
institutions they have been these goals in the future from such activities. The
public benefit corporation to
asked to manage. Sadly, and depends upon what is done campus intended to use (l
enable New York and SUNY to
unintentionally, New Yoric today. It is , our considered portion ofthis revenue to offn
, meet this essential test.
state has become an extreme judgement that SUNY stands more part-time eveningcourse,
"The State University of
example of what not to do in no chance to realize its sOll8ht by area residents In
OVER-REGULATION
New York is a complex
the management of public ' potentilll unless there is change subjects such as environmental
New York state has higher education.
organization ,t hat has now
science~ , the ' arts, ,and
drastic enough to permit
evolved over 36 years. Today it handicapped both itself and
Unanimowly, the members SUNY to , carry out the maIUIgement. Other portioru
serves a large number of SUNY over the years by relying ofthis Commission believe that
functions- for which it was o/this reverJue would be used
audiences, each of which has its upon traditional governmental no great uniyersity, and no very
to cover more generalcamplll
'costs, such a the purchase of
own view of what it is, can be mechanisms that are not suited good one, ha been built or can cretlted.
cafeteria food. , ' ,
and should be. Realistically, for the management of higher be 'built under the state rules
ecucation.
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SUNrs achievement is well ltas entrwtedits university with providing true equality of exhibitions, 'rental ofrehearsal
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By JOEL LANDAU

In its March 20 meeting, the courses including General
College Senate voted to Education courses, Junior
narrative eValuatioDB Field exams and Senior Theses.
classes in which they are
According to Terry
mandated and Gottfried, Chairperson of the
the Administration EPC, the rationale for the
policing their quality.
measure was a concern that the
15-5 voted defeated a number of students for whom
proposed by the each faculty member has to'
IhCational Policies Commit write an individual evaluation
would have limited is so large that the quality of
to a few specific many evaluations suffers. The
r

ion Statem"ent

A CS~' Upholds Student Evaluations
Committee felt that by focusing
the faculty's attention on
particular courses of greater
importance to the student it
might improve the overall
quality of evaluations.
However the logic of that
rationale was questioned by
several Senators. Professor
John Forrest said, "If the
narrative evaluations really are
uneven then the first step ought
to be to make a strong effort to
make~ them better, rather than
to say if they're no good let's
eliminate them. A lot 'of good
things can go down the drain
because people just cant be
bothered with them."
Other problems with the
measure were also noted.
Several Senators complained
that the lack of evaluations for
300 level courses meant that a
student taking a variety of
upper divisional courses in an
attempt to choose a major
might be deprived of important
information upon which to
base that decision and, upon
entering the major, may have
lost an evaluation in his major

field.
Prof. Gottfried suggested
that this situation merely
cODBtituted pressure to choose
a major early in the college
career. He added that that
might not always be positive.
In another attack on the
measure Student Senate
President and student
representative on the ACS,
John Williams noted that' in
, 1981 when the College moved
from a Pass/ Fail/ Honors
grading . system to a letter
grading system, it had agreed to
maintain the integrity of the
evalUation system. "If that's the
case," said Mr. Williams, "then
.the College is reneging on its
promise to the student body."
Professor Peter Bell noted
that guidelines for writing good
evaluatioDB existed. He added
that the Deans of Divisions
were responsible for monitor
ing the quality of the
evaluations, according . to
guidelines drafted by the EPC
last year. He suggested that the
lack ofquality in the evaluation
system called into question the
commitment of the Administ

ration to continuing evalua
tiODB.
Professor Joe Stockdale
agreed, saying that "in
following the guidelines and
trying _to imProve these
evaluations it was never
handled administratively. I
think tbat's the major
issue .... What we need to do is
go back and look at the
guidelines and have the Deans
really have sessions with the
faculty and try to adminis
trate."
After the vote was taken and
the motion defeated Professor
Forrest motioned that · the
Academic Vice-President be
charged with instituting
measures to insure quality
control over narrative
evaluations, saying that "it
seems to me that one of the
things that's been raised in an
number offorums this semester
and last is that policy never gets
translated into action and
that's one of the things that
faculty are probably most
frustrated about."
Professor Forrest's motion
passed unanimously.

All College Senate and of The £oQd for details). The
College Council have President took into considera
to pass the final draft tion the suggestions of the All
the Mission Statement, College Senate and revised the
by President Grebstein Mission Statement to include
"Co1lege's First Mission ' mention of campus life. The
Approved by following is SUNY Purchase's
Senate" in the last issue Mission Statement:
State U Diversity of New York at Purchase:
Mission Statement
State University of New York at PUR:hase is a distinctive
llllitution of higher learning which combines on one campus
educational traditions and purposes of the college and the
It is qlotivated by the conviction that the artist
scholar are both indispensable to an enlightened
. . . .tic society, and it therefore seeks to produce artists
broadly knowledgeable and scholars· whQ. ,truly
the arts. As a public institution, Purchase' also
its responsibility to promote lifelong learning for
of all ages,-backgrounds, and incomes, and to serve
and the community which sustain it. Although artistic
By TOM WHITFORD
academic achievement are paramount at Purchase,
A number of students have
prisoner-of-the-month, Radu
Prison in Alba county.
are encouraged to complement their knowledge by embarked--on a campaign to
Filipescu, a 28 year old
Prior to his arrest, Filipescu
ilrdcipating in campus governance and extracurricular life.
promote the protection of , engineer from Bucharest who
apparently printed a large
human rights world wide. The
was arrested by Rumanian
number of leaflets and mailed
School of the Arts offers the B.F.A. in Dance, Music, students have formed the
police in May, 1983. At the
them
from Bucharest. Amnesty
Film, Theatre Design/Technology, and Visual Arts; Purchase Amnesty Group
time of his arrest, Radu was
knows
of no evidence
the M.F.A. in Theatre Design/Technology and Visual 'which gets its name from
distributing leaflets calling on
suagesting
that the leaflets
As its fundamental mission, the School of the Arts Amnesty International; an
people to gather in Bucharest's
advocated violence, and the
the rigorous professional preparation which will organization which they joined
Palace Square and demand the
organization c,onsiders
its graduates to compete successfully and emerge as earlier this semester.
replacement of Nicolae
Filipescu to be a prisoner of
in their chosen artistic careers. To foster the stUdent's
Amnesty International is
Ceausecu, President of
conscience,
jailed for non
as an- informed artist, the School of the Arts non-government affiliated and
Rumania and leader of the
violently
exercising
his right to
its studio training by required courses in the history dedicated to upholding the
Rumanian Communist Party.
free
expression.
Amnesty
tbeoJ}' of the major artistic discipline and by work in the United Nations' Universal
During a subsequent search of
believes
that
the
Rumanian
of Letters and Science.
Declaration of Human Rights.
his home, police discovered
government's action against
The Purchase · Amnesty
printing equipment and about
.him
countervenes the United
CoBege of Letters and Science offers the B.A. and B.S. Group has begun a letter
2000 additional leaflets.
Nations'
Covenant on Civil-and
and substantive curricula in the Humanities, Natural writing campaign to various
The military court of
Political
Rights, which
and Social Sciences. Students may also ·shape foreign governments asking
Bucharest tried. Filipescu four
Rumania
ratified
in 1974.
Miftdualizc:dprograms through tutorial and independent them to acknowledge prisoners ' months later on charges of
Amnesty
asks
readers to
and the intedisciplinaryB.A.L.A. degree. Now and into of conscience, prisoners
distributing propaganda "in
write
courteous
letters
the College of Letters and Science insists on a sentenced to death, and victims
order to change the socialist
appealing for the release of
experience which incorporates a sound general of torture.
order from which danger to the
Radu Filipescu to: Pi'esident
[IIcation, solid skills of communication and analysis, and the
The prisoners "adopted"by
security _of the state may
.
Nicoltle Getlsecu/ Pfesiden
iiIIIntaading of a major field of knowledge. The CoUeF of Amnesty International are
result." The court found him
tele/
Republic;; SociQlistej
and Science expects its graduates to be intellectually primarily draft resistors,
guilty and sentenced him to ten
CQ/eQ V;ctorie; 49
ROmllnio/
!elf-reliant, and resourceful.
writelJ and poets jailed for
years imprisonment. Amnesty
53/ Bucurest;/ RS ROmlln;Q.
Division of Continuing Education is characterized by political reasons, or non
.International n9W believes he is
The salutation is "Your
aad flexibility. Its program offers credit and credit-free violent resistors to .oppressive
serving that sentence in either
ExceUency."
tactics. Criteria for being
that span the curriculum, including works in career
Rahova, Bucharest or Ajud
A sample leiter reads as follows:
disciplines. The Division serves students who either adopted is: the prisoner bas not
,nnlJDC a degree or to extend their knowledge, while also and does n.o t condone violence Your EX,cellency,
I appeal for the release of Radu Filipescu, a prisoner of conscience, who
by duties of family and vocation. Continuing and that all information
IiaItioD'llCDSitivity to social and technological change, and received about the adoptee's has been arrested and sentenced to ten years imprisonment;.tor non
,_dineu to respond to the community's needs, assert its treatment by the government violently exercising his right to free expression. This arrest is in violation of
constitutes a verifiable breach t~e United .Nations' Covenent on Civil and Political Rights_w~ich your
aDd importance to SUNY Purchase.
of human rights standards as country ratified.
.
Yours smcerely,
_• • service obligation of the State University of New dictated by domestic and
Purchase is integral to its mission. Purchase is pledged international law and the
cooperative programs witb the area schools and to United Nations' Covenants and
Some general advice when writing:
teachers. It promises to be an increasingly important Protocols.
1) Always be polite. Your aim is to help the prisoner. Governments don't
stimulus for the free exchange of ideas. Its divisional
After ihe case has been respond to abusive letters.
~'Iftcluctions intend to reach beyond the campus, while its
verifaed by Amnesty and a
2) Write on the assumption that the government is open to reason and
Museum and Performing Arts Center resolve to prisoner bas been adopted, the discussion.
exhibitions and events of quality to diverse audiences, cases' details are published ina 3) Never use political jargon; stress your concern for human rights and
IS fulfill the campus' educational priorities. As a
montbly fact sheet and readers intemationallaw, do not be politically partisan.
~artistic, and intellectual resource, the State University
are uked to write letters in 4) Preferably give an indication of who and what you are,. i.e., "I ama
York at Purchase is committed to enhance the lives of support of the prisoner's student and a member of Amnesty International."
caD upon it.
release and compensation.
5) If you have any special interests in or links with the country it is a good
Letters are also written which idea to mention this in your letter. For instance, you may have visited it or
of Purchase is creativity and individualism. It seeks call for the government to studi~d its history.
r
tbat synthesis of the arts and liberal arts vital to a investigate the human rights
6) If possible, show respect for the country's constitution and judicial
civilization, and it aspires to engender and strengthen violations particular . to each .procedUreS, and an understanding of its current difficulties.
• llDdcats and its faculty the spirit of original. bold, and ~.
The Purchase Amnesty Group meets at Student Union Meetings at 9:30
inquiry, exploration, and achievement that deftnes
Following this, the Purchase p.m. in the Conference Room of Campus -Center North. Anyone desiring
~ educated peson.
Amnesty Group bas adopted a more information can contact Tom Whitford,p.o. box 2502.

"·'Purchase Amnesty Group Is Formed
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Legal Advice With .Jack Lester,
Attorney at Law
How To Use Small Claims Court
Many students have come into the
Students' Legal Services Office asking if
they have a case for the Small Claims
Court. When the students do have a
case, they usually don't know where to
begin filing their claim. The most
common questions are:
present at your hearing.
Who can use Small Claims Court?
How do I know which Small Claims .
Anyone over 18 years old many bring Court to use?
a claim to court. If you are younger than
. You can bring a claim to the Small
18 you must have a parent or legal Claims Court in either the county where
guardian file the claim and appear in you live or the county where the person
court with you. Associations, you are suing lives or works. For
corporations, or partnerships cannot example, a SUNY Purchase student
bring small claims cases, but they can be would use the Small Claims Court in
sued in Small Claims Court.
Harrison, which is in Westchester
Do I need a lawyer in Small Claims County. The number for the Harrison
Court?
Town Court is 835-2000, ext. 207. Also,
The purpose of Small Claims Court is you can only sue someone in a New
to resolve disputes simply and without York City Small Claims Court if that
the use of a lawyer. You are not person either lives or works in one of the
prohibited from having a lawyer appear city's five counties.
with you, but it is often costly and
The cost of beginning a case in Small
generally unnecessary to have one Oaims Court is generally under five

Legal Advice,

With Jack Lester, Attorney At Law
dollars. In Harrison, you have to be
suing for less than $1,500 and it costs
$2.00 to file your claim, along with a
charge of $1.67 for certified mailing.
The defendant will have to pay this fee,
plus the amount of your judgement, if
you win your claim in court. However,
if you win your claim and the defendant
refuses to pay, there could be additional
expenses when you try to collect your
judgement.
How do I begin my Small Claims Court
case?
To begin, go to the Clerk's office in
the county or town in which you want to
sue. You will be asked by the clerk for
the exact legal name and address of the
person or business you want to sue. The

clerk will also ask you to explain briefly
why you are suing, and to specify what
amount you wish to receive from tbe
defendant. At this time, you will have to
pay the fee. You will be given a hearing
date and the court will send the
defendant a notice informing him or her
that your claim has been filed.
What about witnesses?
Witnesses can appear voluntarily or
you can arrange to subpoena a witness
when you file your case. If you would
like advice on preparing your case,
please contact the Student Legal
Services Office, Jack Lester, x 9096.
The Small Claims C.ourt cannot help
everyone, but if you are looking to
collect money from someone who is
earning more than $85 a week, or owns
or operates a car, the chances are you
will be able to collect your money if you
win.
.
Good luck with your case!
All legal research done by Leslie A.
Ziegler

Greenpeace & WONT
Fighting Against Nuke Trucking

By TOM WHITFORD
A growing number of
students are concerned about
the trucking of highly
radioactive nuclear waste
through Route 287, less than
two miles from campus. More
than 20 students, with the help
of local community and
enviornmental organizations
such as Greenpeace and
WONT (Westchester Opposes
Nuclear . Trucking) have
organized to reroute the highly
toxic shipments.
The shipments originate in
Brookhaven National Labora
tory in Long Island .
Brookhaven began trucking
the irradiated nuclear fuel
assemblies on January 21 from
Long Island through New York
City and Westchester on to
Idaho where it is reprocessed
and used for the production of
nuclear weapons.
Irradiated refers to the fuel
that has been removed from the
reactor core because it can no
longer generate electricity.
Radioactivity levels are one
million times higher than in
fresh fuel and some of the
radionuclides will be toxic for
thousands of years. The fuel is
shipped in casks inside the
trucks. Brookhaven claims that
its casks have been tested and
are accident proof, but the
casks have never been
physically tested; the designs
have been analyzed theoretical
ly with the conclusion that, if
perfectly constructed, they
would withstand a severe
accident.
While Brookhaven is sure
that a nuclear trucking accident
is highly unlikely, there are
legitimate reasons to fear the
contrary. Before Three Mile
Island there were 307 nuclear
trucking accidents and that list
does not include those
unreported. After Three Mile
Island, the United States
government began to censor '
nuclear accidents to save the
nuclear industry. In the News
Pages magazine's Censored
Stories of 1983 it lists over 100
nuclear accidents with
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those accidents were censored
by the federal government.
According to studies by the
New York City Department of
Radiation Control and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion, an accident involving the
shipment of irradiated nuclear
fuel assemblies from Brookha
ven National Laboratory could
cause the forced evacuation of
over one million New Yorkers
and a billion dollars in damage.
Furthermore, thousands of
cancer deaths and illnesses
would result. Also" the
surrounding areas would be left
inhabitable for some time (the
exact length is not yet known).
"With the potential
consequences so disastrous, the
logical question is why ship the
nuclear waste at all?" says
Barbara Hickernell, chairper
son of WONT.
New York City has offered to
pay for the expansion of the
spent fuel pools at Brookha
ven. These pools could provide
storage space for the fuel and
thus provide an alternative to
the dangerous transportaion.
However, Brookhaven turned
down the offer. "All we can
assume is that the Department
of Energy realizes that if it can
push these shipments through
the most populous area in the
nation in spite of strenuous
protests from its elected
officials and citizens, then it
will effectively smash
opposition to such shipments
throughout the coun try,"
continued Ms. Hickernell.
"Trucking high level nuclear
waste through densely
populated and vulnerable
metropolitan New York City is
a keystone to the Department
of Energy's game plan for this
nation,"she said.
"Nuclear power generation
will require many thousands of
such shipments in coming
decades. To implement these
shipments the Dept. of Energy
will need a free hand, that is, a
situation in which local
. governments have no say in
sign i f i can t a in 0 u n t s 0 f
radioactivity released. All of

said Ms. Hickernell.
Much of the hassle of
rerouting the nuclear
could have been prevented by
Governor Cuomo had he
approved a New York State
Routing Commission as
expected. However, on
Monday, March 18, the
governor instead recommen
ded that the issue be brought
before the New York State
Legislature. The legislature can
now spend years reviewing the
issue. (The Bot'tle Bill took nine
years to finally be approved
through massive citizen ,effort
and local pressure.) Some
political observors believe the
governor shied away from the
Routing Commission because
his prospects for a presidential
candidacy in 1988 may be
effected by a decision on the
nuclear issue which is a

sensitive public issue.
People are also urged to
R e g ardless, Purchase contact Govern.or Cuomo
S t ud'e nts Against Nuclear expressing concern over his
TI'll;cking is determined to have failure to approve the Routing
the route changed. The group Commission, and stating
support for the idea. Express
has begun to petition,
collecting signatures tor your concern that the nuclear
protests. It has also begun to energy issue be more properly
coordinate, with the city managed. Local representa
councils of Harrison and Port tives should also be contacted.
Chester (both of which have
Governor Cuomo's office
given hints of liking the idea), a number is (212) 537-2100, or
vigil or protest preventing the write to Governor Mario
shipments. In addition, tne Cuomo, c/o Executive
group has planned a slideshow Chambers, Albanv NY 12224.
to be presented by Lindsey Congressperson Suzi Oppen
Auden, a well-respected expert heimer CC!J1 be contacted at 285
on the nuclear industry and an 2900. Or write to the United
anti-nuclear activist. The group States Department of
meets on Tuesday at 10 p.m. on Transportation, 400 7th Street
the Campus Center South S.W., Washington. D.C., attr.
dance floor; all who are Docket Branch, ref. NYC
interested in helping with this Application for Preemption.
critical issue are invited to TELL THEM - NO NUKES
TRANSPORTATION NOW!
attend.

photographs from Italy

BY DENISE GA,RONE
opentng: Sunday March 31 at 5 p.m .
thru April 8
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The Purchase Student Union Urges Campus Participation In A PLAN FOR ACTION
In the last year; U.S. military Intervention in Central America has escalated to such a degree,
there is good reason to fear that the next step by our government will be a military invasion of that
region. We are mindful.that thousands of people have already been killed In Central Amer!J:a, the
majority by troops funded, armed and, in some cases, trained by the United States.
WE hope to prevent an invasion by announcing a coordinated plan of massive resistance ahead
of time. We believe that a widespread, united non-violent expression of resistance to U.S. military
intervention might save lives. As students, we have the responsibility to organize our own campus,
so that we can help to hold the goyernment acc;ountable for Its actions. Since government officials
ilD'e being Informed of the existence of and support for this plan, we hope 'lt will help to halt any
plans for an Invasjon.
_ '
IF AN !!'IIVASION OCCURS, people are p~dglng to resist it with non-vlole~t a,.tl~. -' , L-n the largest
scale possible, thus bringing the Issue dramatically before the American pee ole, pressuring
Congress to act. and demanding an immediate end to the Invasion. We plan tf' -onti "ve non
violent resistance until an invasion Is abandoned.
IN THE EVENT OF AN INVASION
1. A signal for action will go out to regional, state and local contact people and groups.
2. People "cross the.country will gather at previously deSignated churches, synagogues or schools
- in their, local community (at least one in every congressional district). SUNY Purchase is ones~ch
center. These meeting places will be gathering points for receiving and sharing information, ,\nd
for preparing one -another for action.
\
3. The congressional field office of each U.S. senator and representative will be peacefJlly
occupied until that member of Congress votes to end the invasion . Legal, non-violent mass
demonstrations will also be established at ea<:h congressperson's field office, and/or other
strategic location.
4. A large numer of people will go to Washington D.C. (in delegations from every area of the
country) to engage in non-violent civil disobedience at the White House to demand an end to the
invasion.

SA,~ ElY i 'S'UR\/EY
The

President's Safety and

Security Task force requests
your cooperation , in assessing
the industrial safety conditions
across cam pus. Please descri_be
below any space(s) you
contact with that you feel is
da ngerous

orpote nti ally'

hazardous due to:
*Imprope~ ventilation

IMPLEMENTAnON
If you wish to be part of this plan, fill ou't the PlE[)GE FORM below and return it to the Purchase
Student Union box in the InfoFmation Booth of Campus Center North. We will contact you in a
short time. NON-VIOLENCE TRAINING IS REQUIRED (and will be available) FOR THOSE
PLANNING TO TAKE PART IN ACTS OF CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE. In downstate NewYork,the plan is
being developed by representatives of a number of local groups. Ad hoc organ)zing committees
are being formed to implement the plan in each congressional district. Their efforts will be
coordinated by a general committee, which is in communication with regional and national groups
working on the plan.
'
, 

*Poor lighting
*Fire hazards
*No first aid kit available .

,

The Purchase Student Union, which has taken the responsibility for mobilizing the students of
SUNY Purchase, represents one of many constituencies within the 20th congressional district
which is _organizing locally, and coordinating its efforts with a general committee at -the
Westchester People's Action Coalition (WESPAC). Much work and committment will be required
for the preparation and implementation of the plan. Yet the sacrifices entailed take on a different
perspective if we reflect on the cost others will pay if we do not act to stop the violence. We hope
that the plan will never need to be carried out, but hope the education and cooperation entailed in
developing it will nurture all our efforts toward peace and justice.

*Expos-ure to possibly toxi'c or
dangerous material's
*Improper training
'*Other
Building

~------------------------------"'--' ----~"

Name and Room

Number_~~_-,......-_---,,-,-_

YES, I ple~ge to be part of the PEACE ACTION PLAN to halt U.S. military intervention in Central
I America.

I·I
I'

Name __________~______________

I Phone (home)

I

I

(work) __---,,____________-:--_

Room/Address--~~~~--~----~______~~______

I

.Description of problem(s) __

I Congressional District or
I Purchase, NY 10577...;..- ------:-------~~----.,..,------=-"7,'"-

I
I

I

SUNY Purchase Box ___-=-.:::....:....;......_ _~--=---=---~=--__:_~-Representative._ _--:--"-'=-'----_ _ _=__-'-'---=--=---'---:-_,._,.----

--=-"--______..;..;....:...-~......-:-,..--"-~--=--

I

Signature _ _ _

I

I will ~e "on call" to-engage with others in non-viol~nt resistance to U.S. military intervention inl
Central America through:
I
- .- -Lobbying, legal vigils/demonstrati'ons
,I
--Suppc>rt work: organizing, publicity, etc
'I
--Community outreach to other individuals or groups
, ~ I
,--Non-violent civil disobedience
! ~; I
· -Undecided, but I want to help
" ;;,•
" .1 .

I

.

I
I
I
I
I

I·

, _, .

. -r:' :

I!'""

'"

r.

•

..-:-

~

~------------------------------------~
-FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
SUNY. Purchase Student Union c/o Information Booth, Campus Center North. (914) 253-9095

Name (optiona.l)

'.~~; ";, ;·Position

Please return by April 5
.Ommediately) to:
Clair Gerardi
.
CIR, Humanities Bui,lding
thank you for your coop~ration
--.

,.

WESPAC - 255 Grove Street, White Plains, NY - (914) 682-0488
CENTRAl AMERICA PEACE ACTION PLAN -165 West 86th Street, New York, NY 10024 - (212) 2805110
RETURN TO THE PURCHASE STUDENT UNION c/o INFORMATION BOOTH
.
CAMPUS CENTER NORTH

What's going on around
here? Find out before its
~ - . ' .' too 'Iate!

LOAD News Meetings
Monday night, 9 p:m.
at the LOAD office
basementCCS
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DVORAK'S O,ILE.M MA

PART 3: THE B'I'lE ALSO RISES

By larry Eldridge

It was too late; Dvorak knew that for certain. It was too late to avoid the approaching form of Boggs,
hideously huge and sinister in the half-light of Clancy's Bar & Grill. Dvorak had seen him enter, and seen him
immediately fasten his gaze on Dvorak, at the corner table where he was invariably to be found -- and a
. vague, undefinable feeling of alarm siezed him. Though he knew not why, he wanted to flee, or to hide
under the table, or anything else that would let him avoid meeting that gaze. But it was too late, for in the
next moment Boggs was looming over him, and the chiseled stone of his face split to ominously intone:
"Pardon me, sir, but could I possibly have a moment of your time?"
But amiability, or at least a reasonable facimile thereof, was second nature to Dvorak -- so almost before
he had realised it, he had jovially invited Boggs to have a seat, have a drink, have any advice he might desire.
And, in the sagacious, profound way of preening himself that he had cultivated for SQ long, Dvorak
immediately offered a nugget of his boundless wisdom. "For I've always said," he began expansively, "A
friend in need is a friend, indeed."
Which was a bad move on Dvorak's part, because Boggs clearly wasn't impressed. "Then you don't have to
say it now, do you? listen, we need to talk -- this isn't the time or place, but we will talk." Boggs' gaze was
steady and intent, and Dvorak found himself unable to meet it directly, though once again he knew not why.
But Boggs didn't break eye contact once, not even as he scrawled something on a napkin and pushed it in
front of Dvorak. "This is where I live. I'll see you at midnight." Then Boggs was gone, casting one last
cheerful remark over his shoulder as he strode away: "And leave your proverbs behind, or I'll rip your arm
off."
Dvorak watched numbly as Boggs' massive back disappeared through the door. He proferred his wit
regularly; he was not used to having it trampled so callously. But he was Dvorak; and it was the knowledge
that he was True, Right, Dvorak, and so forth that had always been his lifeblood. So, with a shrug, he tucked
the address in the pocket of his trenchcoat and exhaled an almost inaudible remark:
"Ah, fame."
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - WELLNESS I'
Wednesday , March 27
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. - Nutrition and You
Fireside Lounge, CCN
12:00 noon - 1:15 p.m. - Interpersonal Communicati,
Fireside Lounge, CCN
12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. - Narcotics Anon ymous
Room 2007 , CCS South
1:30 p .m. - 3:00 p.m . - Nutrition and YOli
Fireside Lounge, CCN
3:15 p .m. - 4:15 p .m . - Learning To Relax
Fireside Lounge, CCN
4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. - Yoga For Self-Improvemen!
Fireside Lounge, CCN

SPORTS

•

Sun., March 31 - United States Fencing As
fencing match
10:30 a.m. at the Gym - admission free

- - - - - - - - - - - - - L E C 1,
Wed., March 27 - "Terrorism and Nali
Liberation" - a talk with Professor Burton Le"
Pace University
Israel Forum III - JSC Sponsored
7:30 p.m. Fireside Lounge, CCN
Thurs., March 28 - "Black Literature" - a talk b!
Gross, Dean of Letters and Science
Sponsored by the Black Student Association
4:00 - 5: 30 p.m . Humanities Lecture Hall 1064
Thurs., March 28 - "Thinking About Feeling: To
a Psychology of Emotion" - Dr. Richard DaI'i
speaks about a major breakthrough in this field
8:10 p.m. Natural Science Auditorium
Wed., April 3 - "U.S. Policy in Central Ameria
talk with former lay missionary Mike Grable
12:00 noon Social Science Room 100 I

- - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - C A R E E R WEEK - March 25 - 28
Sponsored by the Career Development Office and the
Student Senate, this week-long program will feature
films about job searching, a session on interview skills,
an alumni career panel, internship workshops, and an
assertiveness training session for women . Check
posters for times and locations or contact Career
Development at x5588.

FILM / MEDIA E V E N T S - - - - - - - 

- - - - - - - - - S T U D E N T ACTIVITIES
Mondays 4:30 p .m. - Student Senate meeting
Conference Room, CCN
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Mondays 9:30 p.m. - Student Union meeting
Conference Room, CCN
Mondays 10 p.m. - Gay/ Lesbian/ Bisexual Union
meeting
Fireside Lounge, CCN
Tuesdays 4:30 p .m. - Purchase Experimental Theatre
meeting
Humanities Room 0017
Tuesdays 8 p .m. - Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Bible Study
Dining Hall Mezzanine
Wednesdays 4:30 p.m . - CORE (Steering Committee of
the Jewish Student Coalition) meeting - open to all
Cafeteria, CCN
Fridays 12 - 1:30 p.m. - The Women's Union general
meeting - all campus memenbers are invited to attend
Women's Center, First Floor, Soc. Sci. Building
Fridays '7 p.m. - Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
General Meeting
Dining Hall Mezzanine

March 29-31 - Bergman Fest with" Afterthe Reh
and "From the Life of the Marionettes"
8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Humanities Theatre
(Schedule subject to change - watch for posters)
Thurs ., April 4 - "The Hundredth Manker
informative film about the threat of nuclear war
Sponsored by the Student Union
Capuccino Lounge, CCN
Thurs., April 4 - "Wild Style" - documental!
filmmaker Charlie Ahearn about Breakers, Ra
and Graffiti artists in the South Bronx
Watch posters for time and location
Thurs., April 11 - The Films of Peter HUI
-internationally known filmmaker with "a uniq~
challenging yision"
Watch posters for time and location

GAY PRIDE W E E K - - - - - - - - - - , 
Wed. March 27 - " Whispers," a film
8:30 p.m . Soc. Sci . Room 1001
Admission 50ft
Thurs. March 28 - Lynn Launor, comedien
8:00 p.m. Dance Floor, CCS
Admission $1 .50
Fri., March 29 - All-Campus Party
9:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. Dining Hall
Admission $1 .00, Dri nks SOft
Sat., March 30 - Softball on the Great Lawn
(Weather permitting)

MUSIC - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Wed., March 27 - Kevin Davidson, viola
8 p .m. Music Building
Thurs., March 28 - Linda Sigelbaum, clarinet
8 p .m . Music Building
Thurs., March 28 - Jeremy Menuhin, pianist with the
You ng Concert Art ists Series
8 p.m. Theatre B, PAC
Fri., March 29 - Robert Schinnagel, bass
7 p.m . Music Building
Fri., March 29 - Alice Wagner, soprano
8 p .m. Music Building
Sat., March 30 - Ellen Madison, violin
8 p .m. Music Building
Sat ., March 30 - Beaux Arts Trio performing works by
Brahms
8 p.m. Theatre A, PAC
Sun., March 31 - Dan Davies, cello
8 p .m . Music Building
Tues., April 2 - Daniel Cuccia, composer
6 p.m . Music Building
Thurs ., April 4 - David Houston, flute
8 p.m. Music Building
Thurs., April 4 - Louis Va ruzzo, perclissiotl .
8 p.m. Music Building
Tues., April 9 - Sheri Torgrimson, horn
8 p.m. Music Building

DANCE-------------------------------
Thurs. March 28 - Sunday March 31 - Purchase Dance
Corps performing ballet and modern pieces
Theatre C , PAC
All performances 8 p.m . with additional show 3 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, no evening performance on
Sunday

- - - - - - - - - - - - - V I S U A L ARTS
Thurs.,March 28 - Visiting Artists Lecture Series with
Peter Pl age ns, critic/artist
11:30 a.m., Room 1016 VA Building
Thru March 29 - The work of handicapped artist Rose
Gastin on display
Dana & Ellen's Restaurant, The Gym

photos by Michael Corsentino
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ATl',Ej\S·T'< NOT A BRICK
By Michael Pon
this crescent moon
in light evening sky
above gigantic computer
face of purchase library
is also subject to
whims of the Platinum Mile

I.A
A SONG TO THE SOULS
..

By W. Mann

She ·has spilled coffee on her shirt
She has vomited bile and blood on her shirt
And now she looks at me
Now she looks at me
Come, lick this bile

Lick this bile that dribbles from my mouth
I drank her menstrual blood instead
I drank her rank menstrual blood instead

And ate her baby
I ate her baby instead
I am Saturn
And I will eat my children
I will eat my children
Save those that Time cannot consume
The grave, the air, and the earth
The grave, the air, and the earth I cannot consu

And I will eat your children
I will eat you and your children
And your children's children
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Public 'S culplure By /Riehard Serra
Is Disputed A ·s Obstruction
By LISA M. CARLEY
The New York art world is embroiled in a major
the New York art community appearing in favor of the
controversy regarding the possible removal .of a
sculpture including Richard Serra, whose attorney
"permanent" piece of art work by the sculptor Richard
also spoke, George Sugarman, Leo Castelli, Claus
Serra, entitled Tilted Arc. On one !iide stand more than
Oldenberg, Phillip Glass, George Segal, William
I,O()() workers in the Federal Building: This piece is
Rubin from the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
seen by many as an cinstruction, cutting their plaza in
Suzanne Delehanty of the Neuberger, and Dr. Irving
half and reducing its functionality as a performance
Sandler from Purchase's Visual Arts , department.
and recreational space. On the other side stands the art
Marian Javits, wife of the former New York Senators
world, adament , in its belief that .this sculpture is
Jacob Javit's after whom the building is named, also
significant art and, therefore, must stay.
spoke out in favor of Tilted Arc. Among the issues
This sculpture was put up in 1981 as part of the Arts
discussed were:
,
in-Architecture program. The General Services
I) Tearing down Tilted Art would be a form of
Administration allocates to the fine arts 1/2% of the
censorship with which artists could no longer work
cost of building a Federal bUilding. The architect of
creatively and produclively.
each building submits an art proposal as part of his
2) Tearing down Tilt~d Arc would be a form of
design concept. The National Endowment for the Arts
governmental censorship not unlike that of the Soviet
then appoints a panel of qualified professionals who
Union, with whom we are at such odds politically.
meet at the site with the architect and GSA and NEA
3) If this work is torn down, it will set a legal
representatives to decide which of three to five artists
precedent which would ultimately create a situation
already chosen by the panel can best carry out his
where artists would not be able to work to their fullest
endeavor. The nominations are then evaluated by the
Capacity for fear that if public opinion was not at the
GSA's de~ign review panel and an artist is selected by
level of artistic innovation, their work would be
the agency's chief administrator. Richard Serra destroyed. This stifling effect would set the art world
nominated by the NEA's panel which consisted or . ~.k..decades.
Suzanne Delehanty, director of the Neuberger
4)Throughout the history of art, public opinion and
Museum; Robert Pincus-Witten, art critic; and Ira
acceptance has always lagged behind artistic
Licht, director of tIle Loew Gallery at the University of
development. This case is not seen as an exception.
Miami - were selected in this manner. His work
There was a large crowd in attendance to watch the
(concept) had to be approved before its executive by
hearings due to the fact that any decision reached will
the same design review panel that picked him. It was
have a widespread effect. Art ~udents in particular
contracted as 'a permanent sculpture. On March 6,
have a stake in Tilted Arc staying because the
there was a hearing at One Federal Plaza to determine
precedent set by the removal of the work would limit
just how permanent this sculpture actually was and
their future freedom as artists. Two Purchase art
how. large a role the public has in the acceptance
students, Chris Freeman and Greg Asch, made a
and/ or rejection of public art.
statement to this effect by sitting perched on top of
There was a very impressive roster of speakers from
Tilted Arc and by answering reporters' questions.

' c~'Separate

fables" Is ~resented
Qy Senior Acting Company
By PETER SAXE

"Separate Tables" by Terrence
Rattigan is a delicate play set in an
English country hotel during the early
1950's. The small group of permanent
residents inhabit their own cells of
existence, represented by each dining at
his own separate table. The play is really
a pair of one-act plays, each of which
shares location, characters and the them
of bringing together what was separate.
The Senior Acting Company's
production of "Separate Tables," under
the direction of David Garfield, opened
March I in Theatre C. The production,
though flawed, contained some fine
performanees and ' a beautihd set
designed by Amy Parsons.
The first act concerned the
unexpected reunion of former 5Jpouses
(portrayed by Karen Sillas and David
Troup).. He, a communist writer with a
violent bent, she an uptight, propeli
woman with a drug problem, seemed
worlds apart. Their eventual reuRio-n is
preceded by acts of verbal and physical
violence.
One of the major flaws of the first act
lies in the miscasting of Mr. Troup in a
role requiring a much larger and more
imposing actor. Lines in reference to bis
brutality ring hollow helie. Also, Mr.
Troup's repeated .learning on one foot
eteated a peculiar distraction. Ms.
Sillas, an elegant actress, wa.s mucb
more convincing in her role. One could
feel her inner conflicts bre;wing as she
struggled to maintain her poise.
. lbe second act, which takes p,lace
about one year later, concerned the
reactions of the residents when one of

Their physical statement was cut shoii by
- approximately eight unamused security guards.
Richard Serra, reportedly, wasn't thrilled about his
work being used as a chair but he'd probably
appreciate the sentiment, which is prevalent among
most of the art students spoken to.
The antl-:Serra viewpolDts deserve some
consideration as there is never only one side to any
controversy. Those who are aspiring to be part of the
art world do not really tend to see the importance of
the opposition's arguments, but they do have a certain
validity. The main point of contention was with the
way that Richard Serra used his structure in an all-out
attempt to assault his building spaCe. There are
arguments that the buildings are not exactly
aesthetically pleasing but that does riot negate the fact
that wherever you turn you are confronted bya 120' by
20' wall of oxidizing steel. This wall, as it is, cuts the
plaza in half, therefore cutting into the space for
human interaction. The sculpture wouldn't be as
oppressive if you could walk through it, but you can't.
You must walk around, which is an inconvenience.
The point of security was also rllised: If the security
staff can not see and/ or react quickly to what is going
on on the other side of the sculpture, it greatly reduces
their effectiveness. The counterclaim to this was that
the security staff wanted to be able to Watch everyone's
moves as in a police state. However, ~.Jpporters of this
argument might feel differently if they were assaulted
on the "wrong side" of Tilted Arc.
The hearings closed after three days with no
decision either way. (Translation: It is still up and most
probably will remain so.) The question now is: Is three
and a half years long enongh for a decision to be made
on it? The test of time seems to be the next step for ·
Tilted Arc.

.Concepts In Construction:
~ euberger Holds Film Series
By MARGUERITE STREIB

them, Major Pollock (Scot Robinson)
Time has proven to be the highest test . to make visible the emotions to which
he wishes to communicate. "The
was involved with sexual harrassment
for any art form to establish itself.
in a cinema. Mrs. Railton-Bell. History is now revealing an acceptance to Constructivists idea prefers that art
peform positive works which lead us 'to
(Kathleen Taber), domineering mother
what Edison and Melies among few
of introverted Sybil, leads the effort to
who realized the potentials of film to
the best." The measure of this perfection
evict Major Pollock from the hotel.
become an art form of its own. While it won't be difficult to define when we
Pollock an& Sybil, both afraid of
realize that it does not Ii.: outside
is not auctioned and displayed as a
people, find solace with each other.
Picasso or Matisse, nor can it be studied ourselves, but in the desire to draw upon
Sybil, inspired by Pollock's courage( to
at one's own leisure, it should not be it as seen by Norm Gabo.
stand up to the enemy, finally defies her
The first film, entitled Rhythms 21,
regarded as any less significant for its
by Hans Richter in 1921 is noted to be
mother, after which the curtain falls.
contributions.
Scot Robinson glows as Pollock.
The beauty of the art film lies in its earliest attempt to create plastic forms
Elizabeth Logun's Sybil is a stand-out
ability too express through colors, lines in movement. This film compounds
as well. Her chronological and
and shadows which are formed by geometric forms that are intensified by
emotional maturity are finally
compositions of light. These images are their play in size and contrasting colors.
balanced. Unfortunately, Sybil's
unconfined to the bodies of any canvas Shapes zoom in to create an intensity
mother, Kathleen Taber, was not
because they perform through the between force and form.
Ballet Mechanique by Ferdinand
overbearing enough to make the ending ' elements of time and space. There is also
powerful.
Leger, a film that surpasses ' the
an extra dimension, unfamiliar to the
Pamela Stewart. whose sensitive
other visual art forms in that it can limitations of garvity by using free
portrayal of Miss Cooper, the hotel's
collaborate with the expression of abstraction through space. Using
sound or music.
maternal manager, stole the show. Ms.
surrealist shots and the mixing of
The film series held on March 5 by shapes to relate freedom through space.
Stewart ereated the most believable
the Neuberger Museum was an It expands upon the imagination.
performance ever seen at Purchase.
opportunity to see constructivists artists
Congratulations, Ms. Stewart, and
Oskar Fisinger allows colors and
brava!
who used film to express themselves shapes to perform a dance-like piece in
As far as, the technical aspects of the
more fully. These artists created a genre Allegretto. The film is enhanced by
production were concerned, there were
to which concepts in Constructivism swinging jazz as is a ballet by the
two problems. One, being the excessive
could be expanded with. This orchestra. The audience laughs in
noise of the set changes, the other the 1IftIfiment would strongly influence the moments which justifies that
twenty feet of space between the
universality can be expressed through
development of the avante garde.
a udience and the set. This was necessa ry
Constructivism seeks not to imitate the abstract form. Very vivid to the eyes
to accomodate the curtain.
reality but rather to envision art as a and ears.
Unfortunately, the distancing was
This series also included a somewhat
reality of existence in which forms are
damaging to the prod uction as a whole;
abstract comedy film called Wheels 1
made from three dimensional space.
a matter of theatre logistics. All in all,
The Constructivist develops nof the and 2. Stan Vanderbeek takes the
"Separate Tables" was a noble effort
natural appearance 'of an object ' but ordinary things and plays with the
weU-w0'l:th the time and energy.
unanticipated expected. He shows
rather its "plastic' value" for the
,

HopefuUy this is a sign of more fine
elements of its creation.
see FILMS on page 14
prodlilctions to come.
The success lies in the artist's ability
The Load March 27, 1985. 13
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Joyce Trisler Danscompany Dazzles Audience

By DENNIS O'CONNOR
On Saturday, February 23 Purchase· Kearsn/ Rebecca Rigert. Bowman and
dance goers were treated to an evening Connerton were remarkably aware of
SUNY Purchau Dance Corps,
of good dance, memorable each other. Bowman's elegant line aDd
Performs ' ClDssic and Contemporary
performances and ttlou'ghtful fine presence provided a nice contrast to
Works
choreography. The Joyce Trisler the exuberant Dancefor Six. Rigertand
The premiere o("Peter and the Wolf,
Danscompany was well worth seeing.
Keams are partners who trust eac.
choreographed by Arnie Zane, will be
The concert of three works began other completely. Their virtuosic feats
among the' featured works when the ·
with Dance for Six by the late Joyce always served to· enhance our
Dance Corps at Purchase is presented in
Trisler. Looking back after the concert, understanding of the relationsltip
concert on March 28, 29, 30 and 31. The
three things come to mind: Kevin depicted. Their clear intent in
85-member company will perform
.Campbell's dancing, a duet ,performed performanc,e made us believe lobe height
Serenade by George Balanchine;
by Cait Lyddy an4. Jay Kerns, and of emotion brought.to the stage.
" Cloven Kingdom by Paul Taylor;
But Milton Myers, the company's
oddly disparate performance attitudes.
"Passacaglia by Doris Humphrey,
Campbell, in the featured role, is a current artistic director, has chosen I
reconstructed by Tom Brown. and
dancer who performs with his entire difficult piece of music to cboreograph.
Saiah Stackhouse; the premiere o(Port
body. Too often we see technically Vaughan Williams' ."Fantasia on I
Authdrity. choreographed by Larry
proficient dancers paste on a smile. This Theme of Tallis" has emotional swelJl
CI~r.k; Giselle (after Marius Petipa);
feigned warmth is an unc9mfortable and dramatic force that Myen chOOlel
and 'Peter and the Wolf. Performances
artificiality. Campbell, - on the other to match in the dance. Yet at a crucial
will be presented in the Performing Arts
hand, used his entire back, continued point "in the Rigerts/ Kearns duet, the
[Center.
energy through ,the length of his legs, interesting, involving movement
Choreographer i\rnie Zane has .
created a new Nersion of the musical tale
and had an ease that gave his stopped and Myers has them runniq
..··Peter and the Wolf for the Dance
performance a generosity rare on any and gesturing. He relies on a different
Wolf will be performed on March 28 . stage.
Corps. This classic children's tale, sot to
ability that is too unconvincingiy
mlisic . by Prokofiev, is the story of a and 30. Mr. Zane has approached the
Choreographically, Dance for Six . mim~tic. Vaughan Williams delivered
young boy who captures a ferocious traditional Russian story from a
has an academic feel to it. It is, however, on the promise set up in the ,music.
wolf with the aid of friendly animals. modern point of view. The work
most memorable as a welcoming dance. Myers did not do the same in the dance.
Each character is reprcrsented by an incorporates unconventional pointe
It began the evening by inviting the
In .Koan. the final 'p iece,
instrument and a melody:'Peter and the \york, modem dance and acrobatics:
audience into the joy of watching people choreographed · by Gray Veredon, we
move. Its simple structure keeps us saw more of the Rigert/ Kearns
familiar with the clear, linear movement partnership. This well-crafted dance
MUSIC
that we see change and return. Nestled gave me much pleasure and insight. The
Sunsplash USA, the biggest Reggae
within this is one contrasting duet. title led me to expect a dance that would
concert in the world, brings the music of
Always entangled - lying, kneeling, be a question - but not one answered
the Caribbean to New York for one
standing, embracing - these two people within the limited sphere ofthe rational.
night only at Radio City Music Hall on
shift comfortably between the high and It was not di~ppointing. The piece as a
Grace Paley will read from her fiction
Sunday, March 31 at 7:00 p.m. The
the low, exemplifying the thorough whole has th'e sense of a journey in
show, which is touring nationally, in the Choral Hall ofthe Music Building dialogue modern dance has with the which the featured woman has to decide
unites reggae's top artists including on Wednesday, April 10, at4:30 p.m., in
floor. Yet, when two dancers are whether or not to continue on with the
Third World, Dennis Brown; Gregory an event sponsored by the Humanities
explicity sexual on stage, it can rest of the group. Again the duet w~s
Division.
Isaacs and Lloyd Parkes and We the
(especially
within a very abstract dance) pivotal. After a lot of partnering
Author of the widely celebrated
People. The artists request that the
seem
melodramatic
or j;..st plain sappy. (thought it niay sound impossible),
audience b~ng a small can of food or collections of stories, The Little
Rigert threw herself toward Keams,
But
Lyddy
and
Kearn
played it with the
Disturbances of Man, and Changes at
make a donation to the Ethiopian "Save
turned
around in the air and continued
right
reserve,
the
touch
of
coldness
that
the Last Minute, Ms. Paley will also
Ethiopian "Save the Children" Relief
to
fly
toward
him. While in the air she
gave
this
duet
the
subtleness
needed.
read from a collection to be released late
Fund on the night of the show.
They
brought
a
moment
of
intimacy
to
could
not
see
him. Alone, she trusted
Tickets, priced at S20, are on sale now in April, later the same day. Copies of
a
general
boisterous
that
something
would keep her from
danc~. Overall,
at the Radio City Music Hall box office this book and Enormous Changes will
death.
ran
away
from him as soon
She
though,
the
ensemble
work
'was
weak"
Monday through Saturday from 10:00 be on sale at the reading for the author
as
he
caught
her
and
threw herself at
particularly
in
the
use
·
of
arms
and
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and on Sundays from to sign.
upper
body.
A
mature,
confident
stage
him
again
and
again
and
again - a clear
Ms. Paley delivered the comnience
11:00 a.fIl. to 8:00 p.m. Tickets can also
presence was inconsistent with the,men image of needing something too much,
ment
address
at
Purchase
two
years
be purchased through Ticketron
outshining the women by their more or beating one's head against a wall.
outlets, 977-9020, and by telephone ago. A New Yorker who sometimes athletic, lusty approach to the That sequence crystalized the entire
through Chargit, 944-9300 ' and lives in Vermont, t~ches writing at movement. (Fortunately, this- was not piece. It works in many aspects: as a
Tele\ron, 947-5850. - For more Sarah Lawrence College. She will
true for the rest of the evening.)
.Iove relationship, as a person in conflict
answer questions after the reading. .
information, please call 757-3100.
The
second
piece,
with " a group, and as excellent
Unseen
Light.
is
Ms. Paley has long been active in
movement executed with commitment.
-basically
a
series
of
duets;
most
notable
anti-war and feminist causes. ..A
were those danced 1?y Kenneth The audience .left the theatre knowing
wonderful
writer
and
trouble
maker,"
The Opera Ensemble of New York will
Bowman/ Martha Connerton and Jay just what good dance can do.
perform "From Purcell to Britten: A Donald Barthelme has called her,
Concert of English Vocal Music" on adding, "we are fortunate to have her in
"Works on Paper," an exhibition by
Friday, March 29 at 8:00 p.m. The our country."
Visual
Arts alumni of SUNY Purchase,
Angela
Carter
has
said,"each
one
of
concert will feature singers from the
Young Artists Program of the Opera her stories has more abundant inner life will be presented iIi the Visual Arts
America on wheels in wh\ch he takes
Ensemble of New York. The event takes than most other people's novels." Gallery, VA Building at SUNY
and composes a comic-like resemblance.
place at the Madison 'Avenue Jonathon Baumbach-the voice of Paley Purchase, from March 19 through
of feelings to images of emotions with
Presbyterian Church, 921 Madison fiction-"quarkey, tough, wise-Itss, March 29. More than 30 alumni will
everyday drivers. Creatively funny!
Avenue (73r.d Street) and suggested vulnerable, bruised into wisdom by the participate in the exhibition.
Summing up - with Berlin. A
Most of the works will be for sale and
contribution is $5.00. For more knots of experience-is the triumph and
Symphony of a City by Walter
will - inCluide the following media:
information please call (212) 288-1485. defining characteristic of her art."
Rutteman was an appropriate choice
pencil, ink, watercolor, woodcut,
for the film series. It has been classified
collage, photography; charcoal,
by some as a vante garde and by othen
gouache, graphite, oil and crayon.
as documentary. Although the film uses
The Visual Arts Gallery is' open
realistic images of the city of Berlin in
Monday
through Friday from 9:00 a.m.
'Passacaglia will be performed on Kazuko Hira~JlY!lshi and Larry Clark.
19~7 it is quite different in its intentions
March 28, 30 and 31. Choreographed
Cloven Kingdom will be performed on to 5:00 p.m. For additionalinfoonation
to that of a more conventional
contact the Divison of.Vi~ual Arts, 253
March 29 and 30.
.'
by Doris Humphrey in 1938, this work
documentary. It portrays a study in
5014.
embodies Humphrey's neo-classical
Serenllde was the first ballet
abstract movement to the underlying
modern style and explores the dialectic
Balanchine created in the United States.
theme that man like machines is
between the Dionysian and the
It was originally performed in 1934 by faculty. Giselle has been restaged and
encompassed to society through
Apollonian. Sarah Stackhouse, a
students. from the School of American coached by Rosanna Seravalli and
mechanics of motion. Despite the fact
former principle dancer with the Jose
Ballet at the White Plains estate of Felix Gayl~ Young of the Purchase Dance
that it is silent, sounds aTe heard in their
Limon Dance Company and a member
M. "Warburg, The ballet, set to faculty. Giselle will be performed on
visual acuteness. Words are used similar
of the faculty aC SUNY Purchase,
Tchaikovsky's"Serenade for Strings," M"rch 28•.,30 (3:00 perform"nce only),
to that of a collage. Well done!
restaged this work WIth the assistance of has been restag~ for the Dance Corps and 31. Port Authority will be
If you missed this film series, go
Tom Brown from the labanotation
by Bettijane Sills, former soloist ,with performe~ on March 29, 30 (3:00
explore the CoJtstructivist exhibit at the
the New York City Ballet and a member "Performance only), and 31.
Nueberger I Museum. Even if
score.
Concerts by the Purchase Dance, . Constructivism is not your 'E:UP . of
of the Dance . faculty at Purchase.
Serenade Will be performed on March Corps will be presented at 8:00 p.m. on
coffee, it will indulge in the·
Paul Taylor's Cloven Kingdom
March 28~ 29, and 30 and at 3:00 p.m.
28, 29 and 30 (evening performance
understanding of composition and open
explo.r.es the boundaries between the
on March 30 and 31. Admission is , the imagination to the positive and
only), and 31.
.human and·the inhuman. The Purchase
The program wiU.alsp include Giselle ,S5..oo. For further information and
.Dance Corps is one of two college dance
negative space. If this art is allowed to
and the pre!J1iere o(Port-1.uthority by reservations call the Peiforming Arts center, it will intrigue the intellectual,
companies to have this mOdem work in
'
Larry Clark, a: member of the Dance Center Box Office at 253-5900.
and embrace the emotional.
its rep,:rtory. The rehearsaldirectors are

Grace Paley To Read
Her Fiction

t..:'

Dance Concerts Announced .
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Inconsistency and Inexperience Seen In "A,n Evening OJPinter"
By DAVID TOMERE
Actors with little' stage experience;
and this usually means many acting
students, suffer from inconsistency.
Consistency in a role is imperative to
suspend disbelief in an audience. A sign
of an inexperienced actor is the collapse
of a character. One moment the actor or
actress will be confident - won't be
acting, but will be the character and sure
of his or her role - and the next moment
fall to self-conscious speaking and
moving. This does not necessarily mean
the actor ultimately can't portray a
character, but it is a sign of
inexperience, and is therefore
understandable.
When the Senior Acting Company
presented a workshop on March 2,3,4
and 5, entitled "An Evening of Pinter,"
which included "Revue Sketches" and a
one-act play called "The Collection,"
some really good work could be seen,
along with a lot of inconsistency.
"Trouble in the Works" was the first
of eight skits to go up in the revue
sketches. The skit, like most of the
others, had only two characters. Mr.
Fibbs, played by Michael Lenusky, runs
a manufacturing firm, and Mr. Willis,
played by Harlan C. Kearsley, is a
worker complaining about employee
alienation. Where Mr. Lenusky was
quite funny, quite "English," Mr.
Kearsley was self-conscious and
seemingly unsure of his accent and his

characater. Since it i~ supposed to be
snobbish, you can say that "The Revue consistantly good. Mr. Grieco could be
funny - Kearsley was trying too hard to
Sketches" are very well written "Benny a fine character actor as well as a lead.
He is consistent, comfortable with his
play up to the audience. Whether this
Hill" skits, and Mr. Hill would be
roles, and is not in the least bit selfwas to ease nervsousness 'which he
proud.
already felt or to prevent any further .
The one-act play, "The Collection," conscious.
Mr. Mcaanahan, on the other hand,
discomfort, was unclear. hi any event,
went up next and Michael Grieco
he was self-conscious throughout the
deserves nothing but praise. He seemed very uncomfortable, though his
performance got better as the play went
sketch.
appeared earlier in two wonderful skits,
Mr. Kearsley, however, made a great ,did quite well in them, and he really on. His accent was shaky, his
comeback in the sketch "The Interview"
made the entire evening. "The movements stiff. There were two or
as an owner of a pornographic
Collection" itself was strictly okay. Its three moments when he was believable,
but they weren't enough to sustain his
bookstore being interviewed on
story about "the Truth and Who Should
television by Mr. Lenusky. What is
You Believe?" was ultimately pointless, character for any length of time.
As with Mr. McClanahan, Ms.
interesting to note here is that the skit
although the answer to the question
Burnette seemed unsure of herself,
cal!s for the performance to be
seemed to -be "you shouldn't believe
projected to the audience in "Television
anyone." The set design was pretty though she, too, had her moments of
Land" and Kearsley was able to relax
ingenious and made everyone's fine acting.
movements, nigh and yonder on the set, .
and, indeed, play up to the audience - a
move which was entirely appropriate in
If anything can be said about Thomas
interesting.
this particular sketch. He could look at
Edwards, it is that he has a fine speaking
Mr. Grieco plays Harry Kane, the
voice and it is a shame that he wasn't
us and not feel funny about it. This time
apartment-mate of one Bill Lloyd
(played by Matthew McClanahan) who allowed to make more use of it. As for
he could play with the role and all self
his performance, it was in that shady
consciousness was gone. His accent
apparently, while staYing at a hotel, had
(which sounded Jamaican) was
a fling with the wife of James Horne, gray area that indicates more stage
wonderful, and he was consistent (and
played by Thomas Edwards. The wife, ' experience is needed. He was always
consistenty funny) throughout. "Not in
Stella, was played by Elizabeth teetering on the point of believability 
my pornographic bookstore!" was a
Burnette. James Horne haunts just so clops, as a matter of fact, that he got
most memorable line. Really, what this ' about everyone throughout the play in away with it most of the time - and his
sketch and many ofthe others reminded
search of the Truth about the infidelity. performance, as the whole of "An
me ofw~ that British comedy series ofa
To reiterate, Michael Grieco ' was Evening With Pinter," was most
few years back, "The Benny Hill Show."
impressive., He was in tune with' his acceptable.
A crude comparison, perhaps, but with
One aspect that was bothersome
character, his accent was believable and
the amq,sing sound effects and music, it
fluent (in his three roles that evening throughout the evening was the ambient
almost looked as if they were aiming fat
Mr. Grieco was able to pull off three noise that seemed to come from all over
that, which says a lot for "The Benny
entirely different English accents quite the theatre. The ushers, for instance,
Hill Show." Without being too
successfully), and his timing was were talking and it was disconcerting.
with working his formula! story as an
attempt to convince us how tough youth
is. Some good lines pop up along the
way; nice try, anyway.

,FILM:~REVIEWS
By F ARIN CREED

Stop Making Sense
The question I had about this film is
whether it was one made for Talking
Heads fans oniy. After seeing it I can say
this: Stop Making Sense is a fun and
exciting movie for its jumpy staging by
David Byrne and the excitement created
by the group and its fans. There are no
gimmicks here, really; just the music,
the band, and the enthusiasm the whole
setting generates. The film is show so
that we are interested and somewhat
intimate with the band, and the Talking
Heads' performance is superb
throughout. Mr. Byrne's bizarre stage
movements are both, hysterically funny
and, at times, very moving.

Starman
There are a lot of great things about

Starman. For one, there's Jeff Bridges
as an alien-come-to-town in human
forni, answering a friendly greeting
from the 1977 Voyager satellite. The
second thing is its being an "E.T." story
(this film was chosen by Columbia
Studios over the E.T. script) with the
alien as a human learning to live and
love before making his rendezvous with
his spaceship. Lastly, the film marks a
certain departure for its director, John
Carpenter, who is taking on a different
kind of project than that of his earlier
films.
This is not to say that the film's style is .
vastly different than that of his other
films" or that Carpenter has ",r edefined"
himself in this film, rather this is still
John Carpenter, and the rqugh edges he
often leaves are still there, ,(as in
Christine and Escape From New York),
but here he attempts to work more with
emotion and character. Again, this is
not to say that in this area Carpenter is
100% successful; he lacks the soft touch
that a Spielberg handles so weU.
Carpenter seems more interested in how
fantastic the whole idea of the film is,
&ad he tries to create wonder through

Flamingo Kid
effect rather than emotion. In addition,
there is too much brightness and
loudness and darkness where there
shouldn't necessarily be. A bit more
subtlty would have been more effective.
Also, as many directors do, CatJ1ente
forgets (in the first sequence) that there
is no noise in outer space; he insists on
giving us that loud "special-effects"
'Ipaceship noise. It's okay, but it's not
necessary.
Carpenter has not mastered the
gentle and subtle touches needed for a
story like Starman but it still works, and
pretty well at that. The acting, with
Bridges and Karen Allen, is very nice
and the Starman character is truly
heart-warming and enchanting; we root
for him all the way. The acting here
makes the viewer feel good, and lets us
know that everything is going to ,turn
out for the best.

In a lot of ways, this mm is, like a
really good television show; it makes no
attempt to be anything more than what
it is, and that is where it gets its depth.
The film captures a small, modest scope
on things. Matt Dillon, as an
impressionable lower middle-class
youth just graduated from high school,
falls into a friendship with a rich and
worldly poker player (Richard Crenna)
who fills him with illusions of fortune
and glory.
Again, what works best about this
film is its honesty, its straightforward
presentation of character and situation
without fooling the viewer. There is no
attempt on the part of the director to
make a grandiose film or to convey
anything more than a modest me sage
about being satisfied with one's own
position and dignity. The cast is a fine,
strong crew and the story in 'believable
enough to connect ,us emotionally.

The Breakfast Club
This film should have been called
"The Little Chill." It's very similar to
"The Big Chill" in its format and
formula, except that here it doesn't
work. The actors and plot of this film
never make the complete connection so
vital to the success of a story like this
one. What we are leCt with here is a
series of characters semng all-day
detention in high school, and we have a
pretty good idea from the start that
we're ' going to find out what terrible .
things in life threw them all together ,
there. The thing is, they're exaggerated;
they never really did anything terrible,
but they're messed up anyway and the
overwhelming concensus among them
and the director is that it's their parents'
fault. Is it their parents' fault and do we
really care? is an issue here'. The fact is,
we don't care; they never give us enough
chance or reason to. Nothing .
substantial enough happens to link us
with the characters except stereotyping
and inauthentic outbursts of anger and
tears. The director is most concerned
,

.

Repo Man
This is a disjointed tale about an
automobile reprossession man in search
of the truth and a few kicles along the
way. In between the beginning and the
end there , is a great search for a '67
Malibu which'(it turns out) comes from
outer space, and, interspersed between
segments of , the movie are bits of
wisdom from the various off-th~wall
characters. What the point of the film is,
I'm not sure. It is much like a surreal
fantasy, with little bits of dialogue
thrown in to keep us anchored
somewhat in the real world.
Emilio Estevez (also known as
Martin Sheen's son) plays his role with
enough deadpan to make himself
humorous, as does Harry Dean Stanton
(the boy's "mentor" in the film). Strange
and funny, but no ordinary movie.

Beverly Hills Cop
Yes, it's true that this is "Eddie
Murphy's ,movie" in many waYs, and
he's a-rakin' in the cash with this one,

but so what? Why shouldn't he? Not
only is he a gifted actor, but he's funny
too, and that's something we can all use
once in a while. Films like this make me
wonder where all the funny screen
actors have gone. Of course, me :t
screen - actors don't often allow
themselves the freedom to be a
COnlpletely wild and funny as Murphy is
here, so Eddie Murphy is lucky in that
respect.
However, in this film ,Murphy comes
off as Mr. Slick, and he's sharp and cool
and funny, yet you sort of get the
impression that he's just playing himsef
- that this is how he is in real life. He
proves himself to be comfortable as an
actor (in all but one barroom scene) and
that makes us feel good. He also
manages to be funny in a self-righteous
yet modest way that generates a lot of
excitement for the viewer; the viewer is
always waiting for the next outrageous
thing that Murphy's going to pull off.
The entire flick keeps us on edge to the
very end.

~

The Sure Thing
Though the advertisements for this
film give the impression that it is
another one of those teen-sex movies, it ,
reaUy transcends the whole idea. If
Garry MarshaU's story about The
Flamingo Kid can be labelled a modest
tale then this film goes one better: a
modest tale that is laughing-out-loed
funny. It's about a college kid having
troubles with romance and love, and the
acting is so well-done that the message
behind it all is impacted clearly. Rob
Reiner, the director, assures us that it's
okay to fall down and look silly or
stupid, and that it can even be funny. 1n
fact, it may even get you where you want
to go.
Is TlJe Sure Thinga teen movie? Well,
if you consider This is Spinal Tap a teeil
movie, then I suppose this might be, but
you'd have to be awful blind to believe
that. There are a lot of funny moments
in this film, and the acting supports
every moment; the comfort andcase the
actors project in their roles makes The
Sure Thing even mOre likeable. This
film may be a sleeper, but it's certainly
worth seeing.
, Tbe Load Marcb 27, 1985 IS
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Editorial ·
Yes, the mystery political grafitti writer(s) have struck again, scrawling two more
remarkable warnings on the walls of Purchase. The messages, while barely
exhorting the community towards some goals or external actions, mostly attempt
to shock any viewers into a critical re-evaluation of the state of man and the world
today. Judging from the responses we've heard, this has not been an entirely
unsuccesful venture.
Although the outcry in the letters column is mostly against a supposed
destruction of state (or ,public) brick walls, it may be that those cries are more ones
which hide a painful reality, and that is, there really are, several powerful forces in
'he country which would very much like if we would let them do our thinking for us.
The fights over school censorship, over the right of a woman to choose an abortion
if she wants one, over foreign intervention are all examples of the attempts to
restrict our liberty. We say get,up off your thing and take a step for freedom for all.

Students Are Against Graffiti

.

To the Editor:
I picked up the latest issue of your paperand turned
to the Viewpoints section expecting to find the usual
assortment of meaningless dirges against Lord knows
what. Instead I find Joel Landau, whom I thought had
more sense, defending some politico lunatic with a
spraycan. My question isHow absurd can this place
become?
'
It would appear that someone has become so
enraged with FEDERAL government policy towards
Nicaragua that they are making large statements on
the side of STATE government owned buildings.
Obviously the unknown scrawler has yet to master the
intricacies of high school civics . .
But the issue ~oes beyond merely mouthing off to
the wrong authority. The problem here is blatant
disregard for publicly owned property. I admit that
political graffiti is a time-honored tradition in some
quarters. But this is the United States of America and
here we do things by the letter writing/ petition
signing/ public demonstration route. Destruction
hasn't ever really been popular as a form of political
redress in this country.
And just what do the mystery scrawler and his
newfound supporter hope to accomplish by their
campaign? Frankly it pisses me off and I'm sure others
are equally offended - or at least I hope they are. Ifwe
throw all romantic notions of a political conscience
out the window for a moment, it becomes obvious that
things in Nicaragua have little direct bearing on life at
SUNY Purchase.
ru tell you what does effect life directly at SUNY
Purchase, though. Maintenance costs. The expense of
keeping up the physical plant of this institution is
enormous: When personnel have to scrub buildings
free of eyesores, that costs money and worker hours.
And where does that money come from? Well, faculty
lines are never restored as quickly as maintenance
lines.
In short, it would seem that one person's chosen
form of political protest has the potential to greatly
affect the lives of a far greater number of people. I fail
to see, though, how increased cOUege costs are going to
generate sympathy for the Sandinista government.
The only thing rising costs generate for me is agitation.
I think it bespeaks the state of the student body in
this ·school when people are defending vandalism. A
hell of a lot of carping goes on in this paper about not
being treated as adults How many responsible adults
make their presence known with' a spray can?
Sincerely,
Timothy McCreight
Editor's reply: It is a known fact that maintenance
worker lines are never replaced beforefaculty position
lines. Our question remains: How can a responsible
federal govenment spend more on weapons of
destruction than on tools of education?

Simple Y IIndalism
To the Editor:
It seems to llSe that there is a serious error in the
method by which certain SUNY Purchase values are
represented on this campus. This is exemplified by the
defacement of our bricks. These bricks are our bricks!
No matter what else they may be, they are ours. We
laugh at them, we scorn them, we hate them at times,
but they are still ou1'.,s. To see them abused fills us with
16 The Load March 27, 1985

Even if that just means learning a little more than you do already about it certain
subject, do itwith good intentions, and do it. We don't think you will regret it.
Now, while we advocate critical thinking. we do not think spray painting the
insides of the library is very cool. Surely the mystery artist(s) have seen some
examples of the mural art which has been created so beautifully in Mexico by Diego
Rivera and others. Would it not be a wise idea to write to President Grebstein and
Governor Cuomo for the permission to use one of the vastly under-used stark brick
walls on campus (and we do have many) and ask them politely if a group of
students, perhaps under the auspicies of VAVA,could use one or two for the
creation of a colorful, allegorical, emotional work of mural art, with a fuU-color
plan enclosed?
We think so. Especially if a campus wide vote were to be held to decide on the
design of any prospective mural.
This way, everyone will see the call to learn, to think, and to act.

- '~,' '.
dis~st and .i~dignation. This. is not the furthering of
pOlitlca.l actIVISm, but ~andalism.
In third world countnes, graffiti becomes necessary
as an outgrowth of political oppression. One of the few
inalienable rights granted to Americans is the
Freedom of Speech. Covert vandalism . thereby
becomes superfluous.
For those of you who are unaware of the problem
we address, we are referring to the pro-Sandino
slogans "black-facing" our Library, North and South,
and our Social Science Building.However much we
may sympathize with their cause, their method
remains reprehensibleHearts are not won through the
destruction of the ventricles.
Appalled,
Linda Wagner and Elizabeth Jacobs
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Fix Librllry Lights!
To the Editor:
It is fortunate the longer days of spring are
approaching. as I have not developed my night vision
sufficiently to enable me to study in the Purchase
Library. I did not realize the budget cuts were so severe
that SUNY couldn't afford some fluorescent tubes. Or
perhaps this is a convoluted attempt to conserve
electricity.
I think most of the students here have come to
accept the stifling heat, stale air, and, many times,
unrelenting noise that are the standard conditions of
the Purchase Campus Library. But I don't think it's
being demanding to feel that library use shouldn't be
confined to the limes students can utilize natural light
entering the windows. Perhaps $20 of the $1,700 I paid
for this semester's tuition could be refunded to me so I
could buy one of those silly little personal booklights.
Doing this for every student would at least be cheaPer
than reordering all the books in braille.
Until then, commuters may want to note that the
Commuters' Lounge does have lightbulbs.
Sincerely,
Peter Hood
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Artist.,' Opinions Are Tom Down
By Persons UnIcnown
To the Editor:
On February 24, students in the Visual Arts
department made posters and artwork protesting the
excessive heat and inadequate ventilation in the
painting studios. The next morning, the
administration had the works tom down despite the
fact that the pieces were not obscene nor obtrusive.
I am accustomed to the repression of freedom of
expression at Purchase, yet am· disturbed by this
arbitrary action of the administration. It should be
welcomed that the students did not act with graffiti or
more active forms of protest.
Sincerely,
John Tremblay

.••impassionedBehavi()r
To The Editor:
The most recent rash of graffiti has compelled me to
shake the apathy out of my pen and write this letter.
When the vandalism in this school first began I was
deeply saddened because positive ideas and messages
were being publicized through negative means. One
does not spur the student body into action by
destroying the campus. The emphasis was taken away
from the Nicaraguans and brought down to the
scrubbing of the Social Science Building. Not very
effective, is it? People aren't writing songs of misery
anymore. Instead we find 4S artists collaborating,
sending their support and gaining respect. That's
progressive behavior.
What kind of respect and whose ears do you intend
to capture byllefacing our library with a swastika and
what an odd symbol to choose as a representation of
world peace and happiness. One tbat signifies the
murder of millions.
I implore you. Use your rights. Demonstrate, raUy,
let your intelligence help you towards the common
goals we all seek, but please stop destroying. Don't let
people who are interested in making the world a better
'place be turned off by your thoughtless, impassioned
behavior.
Robin D.

'85

Take Advantage Of College Life
To the Editor:
There is no doubt in my mind that apathy is a
disease run rampant on this campus. Students are not
taking advantage of what this cainpus has to offer.
There are ' numerous clubs and organizations that
range from the Gay / Lesbian/ Bisexual Union, Latinos
Unidos and the Black Student Association to the
Yearbook and Riding Oub. _Performances are taking
. place. in the P.AC several nights a week, fIlms are
shown weekly, and the Neuberger frequently has new
, exhibits but only a few ever go. Something is going on
all the time but students continue to go home every
weekend or just complain about the acti-4ties on
campus. Noone seems to want to get involved.
Recently I went to the first meeting of the Men's Union
and the only people who showed up were Jesse
Mentken, who was trying to form the Union, Julie
Kenyon and .myself. One man and two women for a
Men's Union!! It is a select few who are willing to
accept the responsibility arid those that start doing
something for their college campus will find
themselves having a more rewarding and satisfactory
college experience.
Sincerely,
Kathy MacDonald

>

Drugs, Students And The'/Jollce
To the Editor:
Police CommisSioner Benjamin Ward and Mayor
Koch have proposed an across the board doubling of
sentences for those convicted of a drug-sale offense on
-or near school property. This is on top of the already
repressive 30 year federal sentence imposed for the
same offense.
Although Mr. Ward claims the targeted groups are
those out of school - by stating only 4% of those
apprehended outside of schools are students - the
ruling will also apply within schools where' the
majority ofoffenders will be students. Mr. -Koch's plan
to have armed police officers posing as civil service
employees within city schools (see "Police WilHunt
~---.:...-...:....-Ietten

continued on page 18
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By LAURIE NEIDICH
About two months ago I began working part-time
as an assistant to the purchasing agent at a placecaUed
Glendale Optical in Woodbury, New York. The
company manufactures items such as ski goggles, face
shields and various other types of protective eye wear.
My job entails taking the purchase orders through
several steDs until they are eventuallv "closed out."
Throughout this procedure, an unbelievable am?unt
of papers passed through my hands, much of which I
never give a second thought to.
One afternoon, however, as I was closing out an
order from American Cyanimid-a multi-billion dollar
corporation of which Glendale Optical is a subsidaryone of the items stood out ominously on t~e page. I
became both subdued and agitated simultaneously
as the words"ATOMIC FLASH ABSORBER" sunk
in. I felt contamination, depression and guilt as I
realized how thoroughly caught-up in the nuclear
power structure myself and everyone around me was
made by this irrevocably printed purchase order. It
wa~n't the first order for the stuff, nor would it be the
"last. Sadly enough, it is undoubtedly one of the
company's biggest cash earners with the U.S. Military
as their client.
Thoughts of "atomic flash absorber" obsessed me
for days as I deliberated the use of such a product.
Sometimes I felt that I really didn't want to know
anything about it and would be better off in ignorance.
But, as fate would have it, the opportunity to have aU
my questions answered literally fell into my lap.
About a week after my discovery, one of the
company chemists offered me a ride home. I knew then
that I had to ask about it or I'd go crazy. Ofcourse my
deepest fears were conftrmed. The "atomic" goggles
are made to be worn' by pilots and tank drivers for
protection. The protection, however, is far from
complete as it allows them ~ fair .degree ?f visibility
which enables them to contmue 10 the hne of duty
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Stewart and Deidre Reed, this week's column provides
while their futur~ VISion IS sa~nficed for the greater information on the honorable Thurgood Marshall,
good of a. P?tentlal Nuclear VictOry.
. I Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States of
And this IS where th~ real. pa~dox of the AtOMIC America, asareminderofthesigniftcantachievements
Flash Absorber .shows Itself.m flymg, day-glo colo~. and contributions of Black Americans to our nation.
These guys weanng the atoDUc goggles are about to die
anyway. In fact, we're aU going to die if tho~ goggles Thul"lood ManhaU. Associate Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood MarshaU was born in Baltimore,
are ever really used for the purpose they were mtended.
Maryland on July 2, 1908. He received an A.B. degree
Sooner or later.
.
.The strangest anec~~te thB:t evolv~d from t~IS w~ole (with honoB) in Humanities from Lincoln University.
thmg was the s~rpnsmgly Immediate and Ident~cal He studied law at Howard University after being
responses I receIVed from two mature and respected denied entrance to the University of Maryland because
members of the S UNY Purc~se faculty when I related of his race. Marshall graduated from Howard in 1933,
the ~tory to .them. Both ~~mt~d out, "What a hot the valedictorian of his class. He then moved back to
fashion Item Itwould make. ThIS ~und~ somew~t Baltimore where he set up a private law practice.
callous and banal at first, but what It bolls down to IS
In 1934 Marshall began his association with the
that "fashion eyewear" is probably t~e ~nly excusable NAACP. That association lasted for 21 years. After
use the goggles could be put to. That IS, if they weren't four years, Marshall became the Special Council for
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund whose purpose was
already too dark to see through.
to provide free legal aid to Negroes fighting
discrimination suits. In 1958, Marshall was appointed
Director Counsel of the Defense Fund and was in
charge of all its activities. At the time of his
appointment, Thurgood Marshall and the legal staff
of the Defense Fund had won 36 of the 41 cases it had
brought before the Supreme Court.
Among the many important cases Marshall argued
before the Supreme Court was the Brown vs. Board of
Education of Topeka in 1954. It led to the landmark
Supreme Court decision to desegregate public schools.
Marshall resigned his position as Director Counsel
when President Kennedy nominated him to the United
States Court of Appeals in 1961.
In 1965, Marshall became Solicitor General of the
United States. He served in this capacity until 1967
when he became the first black man to sit on the
Supreme Court of the United States. Marshall is still
serving in his capacity as Associate Justice, despite
poor health.
,
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A Nation OJ Discriminatory Law

By TOM MBOYA
Several weeks ago The Load ran a poem which
compared the increased restrictions on alcohol
consumption to the barbarism of the death-camps
created by the Nazi government in Germany. I was
shocked at this analogy. America is a land where we
pray for liberty and justice for all, and where there are
few examples of state sponsored terrorism. But I
began to think about the implications of "modem"
nations which begin to go mad, and which begin to
create laws which in the name of national security,
actually attempt to enslave the minds and the thoughts
of humans. One such "modem" western state, an ally
of the USA, is the racist government of the Republic of
South Africa.
Much has been written about this wealthy country
situated at the southern tip of the African continent.
And why not? The South African government has,
since 1949, meticulously warped the words "law" and
"legal system" into barbaric means for preServing the
rights of the ruling minority, the descendants of the
original Dutch and English colonizers.
These people, who are known as Afrikaners and
Anglos, began to implement a policy called Apartheid
m 194Y with rise of the Nationalist Party, Apartheid is
a philosphy and a policy of racial and ethnic segregtlon
which keeps the control of the government of South
Africa the exclusive privelege the white skinned
persons, a small minority of the population.
It is a system of discrimination and
disenfranchisement which looks somewhat like the ,
system of political and racial repression that our
country suffered previous to the 1960's and to many
Americans the South African situation appears to be
an anachronism, something that Americans faced and
that Americans. have been trying to overcome ever
since. Many Americans are waiting for the South
African whites to "catch-up". But the South African
Afrikaner and Anglo communities are not going to
catch up; they like the way they are and they nave
made sure that they have the internal control to stay
there.
It is quite amazing how the lawyers and legislators
structure of South Africa. Americans are not able to
vote for the repeal of the repressive legislation which
gives sweeping powers to the police to enforce
Apartheid in any ways possible, any more than the

majority of the people who live there are. Yet
Americans can vote for at least a show of support for
change in South Africa and in this country as well. We
share our campus with many business men and women
who have a strong interest in a "quiet" and "stable"
South Africa, one which has restricted and captive
of the RSA have worked to create a police state in the
name of a 'liberal' or even western based leapl system.
The trappings of justice are there, a constitution and
court system, but they apply a justice which says
bluntly "whites first, whites. foremost". There is no
democratic rule in South Africa, no matter what
Qropaganda tlie government and tourist agencies
publish. Several of South Africa's leaders where at one
time open supporters oUitler and the Nazi regime. It is
clear that their appreciation of state terrorism in
Germany was a basis for law in South Africa.
Laws in
South Africa prohibit free travel; Free labor relations;
Freedom to choose sexual and marital relationships;
Freedom to become educated; Freedom to organize or
act politically or even to advocate such action. These
are all severe crimes in the state of South Africa.
Criticism of the state is a crime. Possession of any
reading material found in the governments four-inch
thick "Guide to Objectionable Literature" is a crime. 
Suggesting that some read some of that material is a
crime. Thinking out loud in South Africa is a crime.
And the punishment for crimes in South Africa
includes death, life imprisonment, "banning"; which is
the ceation of non-people through house arrest and
removal of any communications, p~st or future, and
also well documented cases of physical torture
resulting in death.
This odious situation recently blew its stench onto
the Purchase campus with the disturbing news that a
graduate; a black American, who was traveling in the
country, fell victim to the racism of Apartheid after he
was denied medical care following a car accident last
year. The alumnus, Barry Martin, is today paralyzied
from the waist down and is attempt!ng to sue South
Africa for damages which resulted from the racist
attitudes regarding human life which exist in that
country.

Thurgood Marshall's lifework has been helping
Iproven
Black people secure their Constitutional rights. He has
that it is ·possible for Black people to redress
injustice

thf(~ugh the legal system.

It is the western alliance, lead by the United States
which continues to suppo~ the government and
outrageous policies of South Africa.
We here at PurchallC are in a difficult position. We
have little ability to make great changes inthe political
labor. Our neighbors across the street, for example,
the ones who make a dark colored sugar-sweetened
carbonated soft drink, sell that drink in South Africa.
For all .we know, the company probably pays
comparatlve!y decent wag~. And the company may
even all~w Its'. ~?uth Afncan employees to use the
same toliet fa~ihtles ~gardless of the employees skin
color, somethmg a~lRst the law in South Africa. But
the company lends Itself to suporting the government
of ~outh Afri~ which denies any "non-white" South
Afn<:&n the nght to any political input or decision
making throughout the country. And this will remain

thecase.untiI.A~rtheid.anditssupportersarebroken. '
an~ until maJonty rule IS established in South Africa.

It IS the presence of Qui" wealthy neighbors who lell(l
support, and a sense of "respectability" to the sham of
law:justice and ability for non-violent change in South
Africa. Purchase students should ask our government
representatives, our corporate neighbors and our
academic instructors how they can justify continued
support for such a racist "ally". I would hope that the
Student Senate Association and the Purchase Student
Union would investiga te this issue, and devise a plan in
~hich Americans could continue to question our
mfl.uencial neighbors and in this way keep some part of
their mega-corporate structures involved in the
process for a solution.

But then, how easy is it to question the hands that
pay so much money for the annual "SummerFare"
program here at campus?
I was shocked by the analogy that a modern state
can nuture and foster a police state of barbarism. But
both nazi Germany and modem South Africa show a
clear warning about how easily the state can take the
rights and "freedoms" we take for granted away form
the poeple who try to live in a modern nation. The
warning is clear.
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Drugs in Schools," New York Times article, Feb. 3)
makes it clear that their motives are to arrest and
imprison students as well.
In this program marijuana is targeted. This is a
reversal of previous policy in which heroin and cocaine
sales are the main interests. This is despite the fact that
marijuana bas been decriminalized, with its use not
being a crime. Possession of small amounts are
punishable by a S2S fIne. With this and the federal
ruling, a disparity of justice has been created aimed at
the youth.
Within the last eight months, these kids have lost
protection against: pre-trial detainment; and fourth
amendment rights providing the necessity for lawful
means by which a school offIcial must follow in search
of their pen~on, property, or school locker. It is hard to
imagine the impact of even a 'light' combined sentence
of fIve years on the life of a IS year old student.
We as Students Against Repressive Legislation
object to these blatant violations of civil ethics in the
never-ending program to usurp the rights of young
people. Through the selective 'weeding-out' process,
society will become one homogenized batch of clones,
leaving any expression of individualism grounds for
incarceration.
.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Karl Dushin
Director of SNARL

Chancellor Wharton
For President
To the Editor:
\
Did you know that our iIIustious chancellor, Clifton
J. Wharton, was an economic advisor in Southeast
Asia in the mid-sixties? (You remember Vietnam).
And did you know that Dr. Wharton was an economic
advisor in Central America in the seventies? (You
remember Central America). Now he's the chancellor
of the largest university system in the United States
recognized throughout the world as the worst-run
institution of its kind. Southeast Asia, Central
America, SUNY - this guy, is on a rolll With such a
record of success, maybe he should run for President. I
mean, you just can't knock consistency.
Sincerely,
Paul Sedita

Thank You To Techies

There were over ISO people who contributed to the
success of "Madama Butterfly" and their efforts
cannot be discounted. But, the' work done by the
Design/Technology students is fIrst-rate; a wonderful
resource for the College, and a source of pride for all
those who work with them. To all the students
mentioned above, plus Bill Jetter, Lausanne Davis,
Kim Hildebrand, Ken GriffIn, Rich Lindsay, Jim
Youmans, Dave Grill, Kay Kurta, and the entire
production crew: Thank you for being so creative and
professional; most of all, thank you for making me
look so good.
Sincerely,
Judy Ensign
Division of Continuing Education

To the Editor:
On March 2 and 3 two peformances of Puccini's
opera "Madama Butterfly" were held in Theatre A.
Sponsored by the Division of Continuing Education,
the production was beautiful and elicited a rave review
in the Westchester/ Rockland newspapers. It was easy
for the audiences to appreciate the excellence of the
stage direction, the orchestra, and singers. But, as so
often happens, with the exception of the sets the work
of the Design/Technology students probably went
virtually unnoticed.
A~ the production manager of"Madama Butterfly,"
I worked closely with the designers, production staff, '
and crew. To a person, they constantly amazed me
with their creativity, professionalism, and hard work.
The sets designed by Dennis Kralovec rivaled
I~
anything one might see at the Metropolitan Opera or
New York City Opera. But muclt ofthe credit for their
beauty is also owed to the superior craftsmanship of
the crew tbat built them with such great care and pride.
I watched much of the load-in a week prior to the
By AARON ZUCKERMAN
opening performance and knew by the end of that very
Why do the campus authorities want to keep the
long day that the production would be beautiful
visually. However, it wasn't until Jim Parsons went to student body dispersed? I hear complaints about
work with his electrics crew that I realized how superb apathy., Everyone's so into themselves. There is no
it all was going to be. Jim's lighting design was community here. I ain't got time for that now.
The faculty and administrationdo not conduct their
stunning. We would all have noticed if the lighting was
poor; but because it was all so realistic, he made us lives on this campus. It is confusing and painful for
believe the sun was shining into the house and ibe stars students to live in a space that has no heart. A
were really appearing at sunset. It was all done subdely gathering place belonging to this campus's inhabitants
and in good taste and became a realistic part of the might give this college the sense ofcommunity it lacks.
Perhaps the administration immediately assumes that
total atmosphere.
were
such a place allocated to the students, the
As part of the audience, we all probably never give
much thougbt to the hundreds of bours of rehearsal students would abuse the privilege and just use the
that go into most stage presentations, and this was no place for excessive partying. Whoever is in charge
exception. Every rehearsal needs a coordinator: should take it into account that people live here.
someone to do all the thankless tasks, such as People need a place to gather and talk and to express
arranging for rooms, unlocking doors, xeroxing, whatever they are feeling.
In order for students to constructively cooperate
typing endless lists, making endless phone calls, setting
and
collaborate, a place is needed where they can
up props, moving furniture, etc~ Rich Wilson got stuck
gather. Such a place should be maintained by students
with this job and performed it with the utmos
reliability and cheerfulness. He gave up dozens of in cooperation with campus authorities. Perhaps the
evenings and we~kends and was a/ways there when administrationfearslhat were such a place in existence
needed. He had enthusiasm for even the worst jobs; no one would go to The Pub. Hence little profIt from
beer and chow sales.
without him the rehearsals would have been chaos.
ff I am going to dwell on campus for four years, I
Fran1k Camatda was the tireless costume
would
like there to be a comfortable setting where I
coordinator and from the beginning he encountered
obstacles which would have made most people give up can meet with my fellow community members. It pains
in disgust. But he didn't, and the costumes fInally me to be without such a place. Is such a place heaven?
arrived at the last Minute. He, Erin Hennessy, and the The promised land? NO! It's the Butler Building which
rest ofthe crew worked doubel duty to get them ready has remained vacant for a year's time. A building for
for the dress rehearsal. Thanks to their artistry with students alike to gather and comI1lune and invest in
the wigs, costumes, and makeup, the cast looked their community. It's alienating to function on a
campus that deprives its members of such a
wonderful.
Before beginning this project I thought I knew how . eoml1)unity center. We did not come here to do time.
to be a producer, but Jonathan Secor and Larry Clark We live here. The establishment of such a campus
taught me how wrong I was. In the nicest way possible, .center is vital for the health of this community. It is
they gently showed me the way through the 'everyone's fmt order of business. Let's take care of
complicated maze of the politics of producing. I'll ol1"*:lves.
---1
always be gratefuJ for their time and patience.
.

Once More, We Need
The Butler 'Building
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One Of -International Coercion

By ROGER LOGAN
Reply to Shaun Paul's piece "A Proposal for Better US-Nicaraguan
Relations."
'
In his most recent news conference President Reagan said that the US would stop
trying to overthrow the Nicaraguan government "if they'd tum around and say
uncle." Though phrased much more politely, Shaun Paul's "Proposal for Better
US.-.Nicaraguan Relations" in the last issue of The Load is saying pretty much the
same thing. That is, that Nicaragua can have nay government it wants, so long as it
does what the US tells it to.
With the kind of arrogance typical of North American liberal reformers, Shaun
Paul proposes to solve Nicaraguan problems with North American solutions. The
Sandinistas "must loosen their monopoly of power," Shaun Paul writes. That the
Sandinistas have a monopoly of power is, of course, Reagan administration
propaganda. (The same government that calls Nicaragua a "totalitarian dungeon"
says that Chile, in the 12th year od the murderous Pinochet dictatorship,is "in good
hands.") In Nicaragua there are functioning opposition parties that participated in
the 1984 presidential elections; there are independent la bor unions that call strikes;
and there is La Prensa, the largest circulation paper in the country, which attacks
the Nicaraguan government with a viciousness that the New York Times wouldn't
dream if using on the U.S. government. As Shaun Paul says, 60% ofthe Nicaraguan
economy is in private handsHow is that accomplished without the private sector
having some political power, and how does controlling the major part of the
economy not equal an ability to influence policy?
Further, the American liberal assumption that to be legitimate a society has to
operate with a framework of individualism is an imposition of our values on
another culture. The aim of the Nicaraguan Revolution is to improve the lives of the
vast majority of the country's people. In a country with limited resources that can't
be done without taking away resources and power from the tiny minority who held
18 Tbe Load March 27, 1985

them before the revolution. A poor country cannot develop for the good of all its
people without a sense of national goals and discipline. That does imply that
individual rights may sometimes have to yield to collective rights. I believe, on the
basis of research and personal observation in Nicaragua, that the country has done
a remarkable job of reconciling the need to help the majority with the need to
maintain personal freedom. There is not, though, a freedom to exploit. And, in fact,
how serious a challenge is one allowed to make to American political institutions 
that is, a challenge to the allocation of power and resources in this country?
Shaun Paul assumes that "economic and political stability are desirable to both
countries." In fact the economic and political s~bility that is in the interest ofthe
U.S. is the very repression that the Nicaraguan revolution was fIghting to throw off.
Nicaraguan pragmatism does recognize that it needs the participation of the private
sector to function and develop. Nicaraguan pragmatism also recognizes ' that
Nicaragua is part ofa world economic order that is designed to allow rich nations to
extract the resources of poor nations as cheaply as effIciently as possible. But
accepting those realities. if the Nicaraguan Revolution is to mean anything, it must
try to overcome the domination imposed by forces that do not make the good of the
whole Nicaraguan people their primary goal.
The U.S., Shaun Paul writes, must "accept coexistence with Nicaragua" while
"Nicaragua must make large concessions to the U.S." Nicaragua is not sending
terrorists into the U.S. to bum towns and to rape and kill people. Nicaragua has not
imposed an economic blockade on the U.S. Nicaragua is not forcing the U.S. to
divert money from schools and hospitals to spend on weapons. Nicaragua is not
doing anything to hurt the U.S. except trying. to be an independent nation in
"America's back yard." The only concession Nicaragua could make to the U.S.
would be to say "uncle" and give up its revolution.

Upset '~ln' ,:T:he Maki~g
Lives U'P ,To"Its Name
By MARK FREEMAN
It was a very successful first season,
for the Purchase Intramural Floor
Hockey League. There were a total of
St~ven teams
participating in the
league. Upset in the Making, which
was also known as the Love Pumps,
won the league championships with a
2-1 victory over The Crew in the
playoff final held on March 3. Sudden
Impact finished third with a 6-3
drubbing of Smooth Crows in the
consolation match.
The season ran from February 10
through March 3. Gary Trella, who
captained Th(' Crew, and Mall of
Smooth Crows shared the league
scoring title.
The standings at the end of the
season were as follows: Upset in the
Making, led by Mark Freeman, held
the top seed in the playoff tournament
with a 5-0-1 record. The Crew was
seeded second with a 5-1 record. The
number three seed was occupied by
Bob 7.ack's Sudden Impact at 4-1-1,
and roundingoutthe playoffs were the
Smooth Crows, k'<i by Rudy Stern.
Also participating, in the league but
failing to make the playoffs were I
Drink Too Much, whose players were
from the Design/Tech department, a
team from C"clmpus Maintenence, and
ol'}e other team.
The semi-finals were played on

March 3 with the stands packed with
fans and well-wishers. U.I.T.M.
played the Smooth Crows in the first
game, and ll.l.T.M. overcame a hat
trick by Mall to down the Crows, 4-3 in
overtime.
The second game was between The
Crew and Sudden Impact. It was a
repeat (:k'rformance of their regular
season game, with The Crew finally
edging past a tenacious Impact team
in overtime by a 2-1 margin.
The championship game matched
the two top seeded teams, Upset in the
Making and The Crew. U.I.T.M took
an early lead on a goal by Roger Meier,
with an assist from Barrell Gross. Gary
Trella of The Crew then tied the game
up during the second period of play,
' but Paul Horn scored the game
winner late in the game off of an assist
by Larry Goldberger. It was a hard
fought game throughout, with each
team vying Jor the coveted I.M.
Hockey Crown.
Upsel.goalk Rob Moskal won the
game, tournament, and season MVP
award by allowing only eight goals in
seven games for an astounding 1.1
goals per game average. He also
recorded two shutouts.
Many thanks to Mary Levine for the
time and effort she put into the league.
It would not have been a successful
SC'dson without her.

TO ALL SENIORS

If-' you-.d id,not receive a ~otice
abopt graduation, or if"you
did, -'t his is a reminder
We are still In need of funds to rent a
tent for~ an outside graduation. In
order to raise this mohey, we are
collecting $5 from each senior to be
put towards senior graduation and
the senior party. Someone from the
graduation fund-raising committee
will be coming around to each .
senior's apartment within the next

week.t o collect.
please be careful--for your sake and
for your class.
-

thanx,

... 

n..

The ;Gradu.8:tio Fu~~! ~~~ng
comnnttee=.·  .

Redmen Visit Purchase
By MARK FREEMAN
The St. John's Redmen, the number
three team in college basketball,
practicedl- at the Purchase Gym
.-,uy. This reporter had a chance to
speak with Coach Lou Carnesecca,
who he said that it was more difficult
to practice ill St. Johns than it was to
play Georgetown because of all of the
media allention surrounding a top
ranked team. The team could practice
at Purchase without the hindrance of
the press, and this was not the first
time that St. Johns has practiced at
Purchase; they were here last
November.
'
When asked if he would play
Georgetown differently if they met
ag'clin (St. Johns lost their last
meeting, 85-69), Carnesecca replied,
"No. We have beaten them the last
four out of seven g'clmes, why not stick
with what works?"
Coach Carnesecca was then asked if
Walter Berry, out of San Jacinto
Junior College and Ron Rowan, out
of Notre Dame, were living up to his
expectations. He gave an enthusiastic

nod of the head and said, "Yes. It is a
thrill to coach Walter Berry and have
him in the same line-up as Chris
Mullin and Bill Wennington."
As for Rowan, the coach said he will
definitely see more playing time next
year. Coach Carnesecca hedged a bit
when asked who he thought would be
in the Final Four in Kentucky. He said
that was a "tough question", and one
he would rather not answer. "There
are too many good teams vying for the
crown held by Georgetown."
Coach Carnesecca is a man who
enjoys his work and the rapport he has
with his players. He currently has no
aspirations to coach professional ball
(he once coached the ABA Nets), but
lilt': all coaches, Carnesecca is already
k.oking past the NCAA tournament
to'.·:ards next year. It was an honor to
mtet Coach Carnesecca, a great guy
and an even greater coach The Load
wishes Lou Camesecca and the St.
John's Redmen the best of luck in
lhe:r upcoming semi-final match with
Georgetown in the Final Four in
Lexington.

Part-time Job Opportunities
Driver needed to make deliveries for Scarsdale pharmacy. Flexible
days/hours. Valid drivers license ;md clean driving record required.
$S/hour.
Waiters/Waitresses/Buspeople neE d!!d for Greenwich Country Club.
No experience necessary - they pr,~fer to train. Excellent pay.
Umpires needed to umpire young peuples baseball games in White
Plains. Evenings and Saturdays.
Artist to do straight lines and some printing for moch ads to go on plastic.
$10/hour.
Clerk and Video Filmer for Video store in Armonk. $= 'hour to start.
Student needed to show custome.s around a model house for a local
building complex. $7.S0/hour.
Mothers Helper for 2 children. One and two-and-a-half years old. On
saturdays.
Artists assistant to work on a large ceramic installation for a public space.
Need car. 54.S0/hour.
Are You a woman or man that has had some experience with abortion,
good or bad? Are you willing to talk about ,t on film? I am a senior film
student making a documentary on abortion. All inquiries are strictly
confidential. Contact Lesli Klainberg, Box 1325, by March 18. Thank you.
Senior Literature Major in need of children's books for project. Any
donations would be greatly appreciated.
Contact: Gabrielle Ginocchio, box 8n
Lose Weight Now
Natural Nutritional Program
Results in weight loss of up to 29 Ibs. in one month. 100% satisfaction
guaranteed or your money back. Safe, easy, effective way to lose weight
and geeI great! Call 937-6610, Mr. Goldblatt.
For more information on these and many other job listings, visit the
Career Development Office, 3rd floor, CCS

There will be a Teach in with speakers
from Nicaragua at Sarah Lawrence
College on April 9, at 7:00p.m. The
speakers: Silvia Sandonval from
AMES (Association of Women in EI
Salvador), a Salvadorian Women's
group; Kathy Engel, from MADRE, a
US Women's group that supports
Nicaraguan women; Fransisco Campell
from the Nicaraguan Embassy; and
Robert' Matthews of NACUA (North

American Committee on Latin
America), who is an expert on Central
America, will speak about the current
events and issues concerning
Nicaragua. Central American food will
be served and music by Bemado
Palombo will be performed on this
evening. For more information, leave
your name, box and phone numbers
with at the Info Booth in the Student
Union mailbox.
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